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The AIA 2019 Annual Conference was held in Cannington, Somerset where Bridgewater and Taunton
College holds their land-based courses. It was most successful.
The accommodation and main centre were typical 1960s college space and served us well even
though the lecture room struggled to accommodate the numbers. The village was a delight – the
gardens of Cannington Court (now part of the college) were open to us and there were no less than
five pubs to explore. The Conference Dinner was outside the capacity of the College so to Taunton Race
Course we went (regrettably not on a race night) and were served an excellent meal and at which the
AIA prizes were handed out (see page 19).
The organization was faultless, well planned and well executed by members of the Somerset
Industrial Archaeological Society led by Peter Daniel and Steve Miles. Steve established a precedent by
bringing along his tribe in support – and support they did. Peter was also responsible for editing and
leading the team that produced a revised version of the Somerset Gazetteer.
As usual John McGuiness had done a superb job as Conference Secretary and Steve Miles had
handled the bookings impeccably.
All those present appeared to enjoy themselves and those who hung on until the last evening were
able to take part in the final excitement of the conference – a skittles match which involved all talents
from the experienced to the novice.
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COVER PICTURE
1940/41 Fairey Albacore in the Yeovilton Museum, the
back store of the Royal Naval Air Service Museum. It
incorporates parts from two different machines. In
front is the remains of a Fairey Firefly which may yield
spare parts.
photo Terry Evans
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Anyone who thinks that Ryanair’s planes are the
worst for providing legroom should try travelling
on the 1949 Weymann-bodied Leyland Tiger
coach that transported us to Williton station for
the first stop on the tour. The coach has been
beautifully restored in the livery of Crosville
Motor Services who originally bought it, for use
on the North Wales coast.
Compared with a modern coach, the vehicle
was narrow and so were the seats, so it was
advisable to sit next to someone who was
reasonably slim! We travelled at a leisurely pace
on the 14 miles to Williton, with an everlengthening queue of vehicles behind, but a
beautiful open road ahead!
Williton Station is at roughly the midway
point on the former Bristol & Exeter Railway and
here we visited West Somerset Restoration, the
enterprise set up to restore and maintain the
West Somerset Railway’s equipment but which
also does work for others. Equipped with an

impressive array of machine tools, they were
carrying out some major restoration projects,
mainly on steam locomotives and other rolling
stock. There was time to view the station building
and its signal box, dating from 1862, before
taking the train to Minehead. We were hauled by
a 1925-built locomotive, one of two surviving
members of an original class of eleven designed
for working heavy freight trains over the Mendip
Hills. Like Williton, Minehead station is well
preserved and we were able to have a brief look
before seeing another well-equipped workshop,
engaged in further maintenance of the railway’s
rolling stock.
The West Somerset Railway, at 20 miles long,
is claimed to be Britain’s longest preserved
railway and the stations along the line have been
very well presented. Our party returned by the
Leyland bus to Cannington at the same leisurely
pace.
JMJ

Bridgwater Town
Docks and Brick
and Tile Museum
Sunday afternoon kicked off with three differing
tours. We visited the nearby town of Bridgwater
to look at what it had to offer. The Brick and Tile
museum was specially opened with a chance to
view the unusual down-draught brick kiln shaped
like a bottle kiln, and the guide gave a short
demonstration of tile making. The museum was
followed by a spirited walk, despite the
precipitation, around parts of Bridgwater. Sights
included the 1841 harbour which connected the
River Parrett with the Bridgwater and Taunton
Canal and the accompanying warehouse, now
converted into flats and a pub.
We viewed the remains of the early
eighteenth century Chandos glass kiln, along with
the telescopic bridge which allowed the harbour
railway to cross the river, but could be drawn
back to allow shipping to pass. In the main part
of the town, the group viewed the Town Quay
and the Town Bridge, which is an 1883
replacement for a 1797 cast iron bridge from
Coalbrookdale. The remaining walk through the

Demonstrating tile making

town centre included a look at Castle House
which is an early concrete building from 1851, the
former Odeon cinema from 1936 which was
designed by T C Howitt, and a walk along the
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Bridgwater and Taunton Canal from West Street,
which went through the dramatic Albert Street
cutting and tunnel..
SM

Wellington and
Coldharbour Mill
Wellingon, seven miles west of Taunton, is where
Fox Bros, the largest textile firm in the West of
England had had two extensive factories. Both of
these are now largely derelict and seeking re-use.
The numerous problems in achieving this,
including flood risk and asbestos were described
to us by Annie Evans from Historic England who,
despite all the difficulties, managed a modicum of
hope.
From there we went on to Coldharbour
Museum in Uffculme, just into Devon, where Fox
Bros (then in partnership with the Were family)
had purchased a grist mill in 1797 and converted
it to process wool. Partly converted to steam in
1865, it continued with both forms of power until
it ceased production in 1981 and became a
working museum.
One floor contained the spinning machinery
as Fox Bros had left it and another a collection of
older machines to demonstrate the historic
processes. The original 1865 beam engine is no
longer there but the museum had acquired and
restored an 1867 Kittow and Brotherhood
replacement. However, the 1910 Pollit and
Wigzell 300hp cross compound engine which still
operates the shafting on all five floors was the
main attraction for many of the party while others
were more fascinated by the wide range of
process machinery. This included combing and
carding machines to refine the fibre for both
woolen and worsted cloth as well as spinning
mules and ring spinning machines. We could see
The procedure for preparing the warp and setting
it onto the looms. All this and the power system

Fox Bros Mill at Wellington awaiting a new life

were excellently and enthusiastically described by
our volunteer guides.
For much of the nineteenth century the mill
produced flannel and in the first world war they
specialized in flannel puttees. These were eight
feet long and. The Fox Improved Puttee was
particularly successful due to the curve which was
steamed into the puttee making it easier to put
on. In the course of the two world wars they
manufactured some 12 million pairs. The brand
still survives making high quality suitings
A museum much to be recommended.
CB

photo Chris Barney

Yarn for the warp at Coldharbour Mill
photo Chris Barney
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Land Drainage and Pumping Stations
The landscapes of the levels and moors were
superb in the sunshine as we set off for the
Environment Agency’s large Gold Corner
pumping station. We noted its functional, mild
art-deco style, built in 1941 to ensure the Royal
Ordnance Factory at Puriton was well supplied
with water. The station stands between the two
different water levels of the South Drain and the
wide Huntspill Cut, and we found the high spring
tide mark on the wall a bit sobering. The station’s
four Crossley oil engines were recently replaced
by powerful electric motors but the Sulzer pumps
remain impressive.
We visited the Environment Agency at Rivers
House in Bridgwater, where the flood incident
centre brought everything into context, showing
the ever present danger of flooding and the
difficulties analysing changing forecasts to get
out those ‘flood alerts’. Of course they don’t stop
the actual flooding, for which the EA is usually
blamedl However, many lessons had been learned
from the 2014 floods.
The second working pumping station was at
Currymoor on the River Tone. Electric power has
taken over, but the station retains a preserved
steam drainage engine and two Ruston diesel
engines, one of which was started up for us by
Tim the enthusiastic engineer. We also saw an
Archimedian screw pump in action.
We were well looked after by John Rowlands
of the Environment Agency and his team, Ian
Durston at Gold Corner and Tim at Currymoor. It

The AIA at Gold Corner Pumping Station

was interesting to meet a student and graduate
trainee on their first day with the EA (I cannot
imagine what they thought of us!).
Our final visit was to Westonzoyland
pumping station with its 1861 Easton & Amos
engine. Now an active and growing museum, it is
always a ‘must’ visit in Somerset and never

photo Peter Stanier

disappoints, especially when in steam, as it was,
with numerous engines working away. A
favourite was a steam winch from a creamery
hauling a miniature milk tank wagon up a short
incline. Tea, cakes and cider before we left for
home.
PS

Rural Somerset Industries – especially cider and willows

Julian Temperley’s pride and joy – the still at Burrow Hill Farm

We started at Chard Museum, which was
appropriately described as a Tardis, small on the
outside but disconcertingly spacious within. It
contains an extraordinary collection of items with
a Chard connection – perhaps the most surprising
being remnants and a reconstruction of the work
of John Stringfellow who, it was claimed,
achieved the world’s first powered flight in 1848
with a steam driven machine.
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The lace element was only represented by a
huge and very much out of order loom which had
come from one of the Chard factories that had
specialized in net curtains, after the industry had
migrated to the area from Leicester, folowing the
Luddite disruptions of the 1820s.
After lunch at the Hornsbury Mill, where the
wheel still turns, but not productively, and
peacocks kept a close eye on our activities, we

moved on to the Burrow Hill Cider Farm. Here,
while proudly producing all-apple cider they also
make Somerset Cider Brandy, now a recognized
legal description – and very nice too. Their
bonded stores hold the spirit for ten or more
years, mostly in old sherry barrels where the
brandy matures and interacts with the oak.
The delights of these products and discussions
with Julian Temperley, the proprietor, made us late
for our last visit – to Coates Willow Farm but
nevertheless we were made very welcome and
were able to see most of the processes. The farm
grows its own willow that reaches its desired
height of about eight feet in a season. It is
harvested in winter and stored until needed. Then
it is boiled for about ten hours before the bark
(little more than a skin) is stripped off either by
hand or by a ferocious machine of Coates’ own
manufacture before being made into every
conceivable item from plain baskets to coffins.
About half of the crop is cut into short lengths and
kilned to make artists’ charcoal which is exported
around the world. Their museum has examples of
a myriad of basket products, perhaps the most
surprising were basket sleeves for individual
artillery rounds so that they could then be taken to
the front line slung from pack horses during WWI.
Altogether a good day.
CB

Brendon Hills Iron Mining and West Somerset Railway

Langham Hill Mine

photo Michael Messenger

As we were driven westwards, we very soon
became aware of the rise in the ground as the hills
afforded wide views to the East of the grand sweep
of sandy coastline — the Bristol Channel, the coast
of south Wales and, in particular Bridgwater Bay.
The ore in the Bredon Hills area was 60 % iron
in content but low in sulphur and phosphorous – we
handled a lump, and felt its weight. All ended in 1876
when the ore was no longer suitable for processing.
At its height, all the ore went to south Wales for

processing : the income was eight shillings, BUT the
cost was fourteen for the transport .
Langham Hill Mine Engine House, the ruins of
which were buried in 1878, as part of the
Lethbridge estate lease, but more recent
excavations, from 1995 onwards, have revealed the
very solid stone -work foundations of all the
pertinent structures.
Following the demise of the previous manager,
who died from inhaling the fumes in a pocket of

carbon dioxide, Morgan Morgans came over from
south Wales and attempted to link the existing
mines with the Langham Hill machinery with a
chimney stack separate from the Engine House and
pump. Visitors plunged into the hedgerow to find a
leat, as the rain grew ever heavier...
Our next walking trail used the sunken ( for
part of the way ) track-bed of the West Somerset
Mineral Line, where the beeches, once planted as
hedging, have now grown into stately trees —- our
destination being Burrow Farm Engine House.
Again, a silent marooned Industrial structure amid
the grass and silently munching sheep....
To demonstrate the fostering of a communityfeeling among the disparate groups (Welsh chapelgoers, strictly teetotal, the Cornish ‘immigrants’ and
the locals) which Morgans attempted, we went
inside the little chapel called ‘Beulah’ built –
centrally to the mines, in 1861., where half the
space could be used for schooling and/or meetings.
Of the other cottages and buildings very little
remains to be seen, so the fact that this spark of life
continues is a pleasant reminder of the past here.
The next stop visited was the Mineral Railway
incline, Comberow, where the ore decended at
the alarming gradient of 1 in 4.
Then we moved on to the port of Watchet,
where the West Somerset Railway Station is now
a Boat Museum, while the West Somerset Mineral
Railway ended on the Mineral Pier, — some of its
original rails remain to be seen.
A most stimulating and enjoyable day’s visit.
GB

The Yeovil Area, flax, gloving and engineering

Twine winding at West Coker

Travel from Bridgwater towards Yeovil truly
showed the region’s personality. Passing wetland
and upland fringes spiced with numbers of
Somerset trademark tall perpendicular church
towers, the small sprinkled villages could be
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nowhere else. Plainly, historic craft industries were
strongly related to landscape, not forgetting the
former importance of inland navigations.
Noticeable were the building materials, the blue
and yellow lias or honeyed limestones marking

the geology while the settlement pattern hugs the
edge of ill-drained land. The tour of the RNAS
reserve ‘collection’ was however twentieth
century, far removed from timeless quarrying,
hemp pullling and willow tending. Pride
permeated the air inside Yeovilton Museum’s
Cobham Hall. A lucid explanation of techniques –
ranging from lifting the corpse of a Fairey
Barracuda from Low Countries’ coastal mud to the
application of much lemon juice for sprucing up
wrecked remains - added much to the visit. What
would John Stringfellow of Chard, the powered
flight pioneer, have uttered were he in the party?
County Council artefacts in store in Yeovil
followed, well cared for and predictably with
many tempting side-alleys. Aids (hardly
machinery) for the local industry of gloving
yielded insights into work which needed skilled
fingers and thumbs.
And so to West Coker conserved twine works.
Sizing took place at ground level and twisting on
the upper level. A replaced oil engine turns the
belt-driven equipment. This modern power source
prompted thoughts of how the not-quite-extinct
activity of twinemaking dates back to the heyday
of sail-cloth production in Somerset, due to flax
and hemp which loves to grow on the damp
oolitic cornbrash.
TE
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Mendip Quarrying
Much of the day was spent in examining very
large holes in the ground and very fascinating
they were too.
The Mendip quarrying companies, who
supply much of the roadstone and aggregate for
the south of England, set up the Earth Science
Centre to explain and demonstrate the value of
their work and here we were welcomed and
informed of the industry by Dr Gill Odolphie.
Suitably impressed and enlightened, we travelled
to a viewing platform to see work in action in the
Whatley Quarry, operated by Hanson Aggregates.
The hole they have made here is vast; dump
trucks loaded with 100 tons look like match box
toys as they crawl up the slopes delivering 20
thousand tons per day. Most of it, after crushing
and sorting, is loaded on to bright red trains. The
floor is now 20 metres below the water table and
so pumping is vital – the water is discharged to
improve the flow in the local rivers.
Much impressed, we returned for lunch and
then set out to another great hole at Asham
Wood, unused for 40 years but with a reserve of
200 million tons awaiting its time. Justin Collis,
Hanson’s Production and Closed Site Manager,
explained the processes, the economic problems
and safety issues of the industry. Walking across
the floor of the quarry we could appreciate the
scale and the remains of a crusher settled any
doubts – the largest lump of manganese steel he

Concrete silos at Asham Wood Quarry

had ever seen, said one of the party. However, 40
years returning to nature had had its effect with
wild thyme and basil getting settled in, not to
speak of peregrines, adders and great crested
newts.
On the way home we stopped at Cranmere
Station where the East Somerset Railway has its
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base. A trip, out and back, on their two and a half
mile line drawn by their Ivatt 2-6- 0 no 46447 was
much appreciated. A visit to their locomotive shed
where they are restoring 5239 Goliath for the
Dartmouth Steam Railway concluded a full and
very satisfactory day.
CB

Shoes, Beer, Horsehair and Flax – some Mid-Somerset Industries
It started off very well, all present for the coach to
depart on time, and off we set in a light drizzle.
However, well into our journey a problem
developed with our transport, and we spent an
hour waiting for a replacement bus.
Eventually, onward to Street, a prosperous
town that grew from a hamlet thanks to the
Quaker family of Clarks. Originally tanners and rug
makers, they branched out into sheepskin slippers,
and then in 1855 into shoes. By the 1880’s Clarks
had introduced shoes designed to fit the shape of
the foot. A revolutionary concept largely ignored
by small children of all generations since
From Street we travelled on to Shepton
Mallet and the Anglo-Bavarian Brewery. In 1871
an existing brewery was acquired by the Garton
brothers, patentees of a process for making invert
sugar. A year later the brothers enlarged the
brewery, giving it the fafade we see today. They
were very successful, exporting much of their
production. Great innovators, they employed the
latest ideas, and introduced electricity in 1889;
Unfortunately the World War I destroyed much of
their business; it also caused them to change their
name to Anglo Brewing Company, Ltd. They
struggled to rebuild after the end of the war, but
closed in 1921. It is now a trading estate and sublet to several businesses but the buildings are
now on Historic England’s ‘At Risk Register’
owing in part to the difficulty in accessing roofs
to prevent water ingress.
We travelled onwards to Castle Cary, a town
built of the local stone, but resting on the harder
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Anglo Bavarian Brewery at Shepton Mallet

Blue Lias stone. We were free to explore the town
before moving on to Boyd’s present site at Higher
Flax Mills. Here they continue to produce
horsehair cloth woven on mechanical looms
introduced in 1870, and believed to be the only
powered-loom horsehair factory in the world.
Naturally, after such an exhausting day we
needed to stop for refreshment on the way back
to Cannington. This was provided at the Rose &

photo DSC 7567

Crown, commonly referred to as Eli’s, at Huish
Episcopi, only one of seven pubs remaining in the
country without a bar counter; instead it has a
serving area where customers stand while their
pint is served by unusual vertical hand-pumps.
B.H.
Thanks to Steve Miles, John Jones, Peter Stanier,
Gill Baines, Terry Evans and Bruce Hedge for
compiling these notes. – Ed

The Asset Strippers

Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire. They would
have been used to elevate grain stores and
help keep the rats away.

A review of a sculpture exhibition at Tate Britain
may seem an odd choice of subject for this
newsletter. However, Tate Britain’s 2019
commission in the Duveen sculpture gallery is by
Mike Nelson with his installation ‘The Asset
Strippers’. The objects displayed encompass a
wide range of industrial archaeology artefacts
from lorry ramps that came from a farm sale in
Cheshire to a Jacquard knitting machine from
Broxburn, West Lothian. Mike Nelson commented
that all the objects were in use one day – and
redundant the next.

Telegraph poles from a salvage yard in Kent
Truck tarpaulins from Driftfield
Engine from a farm sale
Sleeping bags and mats came from Robson
Kay in Manchester
Graffitied steel sheeting used to cover up
the windows of a housing estate in South
London, prior to redevelopment

Cherry McAskill
The exhibits transformed the heart of Tate Britain
into a grand warehouse of industrial monuments
to a lost era, the era being the post-war
landscape that framed Mike Nelson’s childhood
in industrial Loughborough. The title refers
directly to the source of the objects in the
exhibition, collected over a six-month period,
through online auctions of company liquidators
and salvage yard acquisitions. Mike Nelson is
interested in the cultural and social context of the
objects he carefully selected, as well as their
material qualities.
Within the 300-foot Duveen gallery were
twenty items from across the country. Only scant
details were available for each item, mostly a
generic description and the place sourced. I am
grateful to the Tate information office for these
details, as this information was not on display in
the gallery.
It is a regret that the items had little
description to interest the industrial
archaeologists – but it was after all an art gallery
exhibition. On the occasions I’ve attended I have
noticed that those taking time to look became
fascinated by the scale and size of the machines,
speculating their purpose, marvelling at the

intricacy and complexity, realising the skill and
craft involved.
A group of young women looked in awe at
the knitting machines, never having thought how
the sparkly sequin ribbon and patterned jumpers
they were wearing were made!
The exhibits:
Wood working lathe from Javelin Plastics,
Camberley
Paint spraying unit, Loughborough
Wadkins pillar drills and overhead boring
and recessing machine from Brush Electrical
Machines, a manufacturer of electrical
generators typically for gas and steam
turbine driven applications. While the main
office is still in Loughborough (where the
artist grew up) it has shifted its main
production abroad.
Lorry ramps from a farm sale in Cheshire
Jacquard knitting machine from Broxburn,
West Lothian
Blue Ward turret metal lathe from London
Tool chests and benches from auctions in
the South of England
Farming equipment including Vicon acrobat
hay rake, farm gate, water troughs and
caterpillar tracks from a farm sale in
Cheshire
Stillage tower from Loughborough
The textile machines came from a company
in Canning Town which went into
receivership in November 2018
Wood for all the walls from Copthorne
Barracks, Shrewsbury, a former MOD
barracks which is currently being asset
stripped
Hospital doors from NHS hospital in
Bolsover Street, London
Avery scales from Loughborough
Sandstone staddle stones bases from

While negotiating to buy the wood from the
Copthorne Barracks stored on a site in North
Wales, Mike Nelson was told the wood was
destined to be sold on to a company in China,
likely to be re-cycled into ‘trendy’ furniture for
sale in the UK at a high price!
On one of my visits two late middle-aged
men came into the gallery and immediately
started to enthuse about the machines. They
reminisced about how the knitting machines
worked, when they last saw one working and
wished they could start one up again. The two
ladies with them seemed less than enthused! An
elderly artist who trained many years ago in
Glasgow, moaned that if he had presented such
an exhibition to his sculpture tutor, that would
have been the end of his time in art school. Such
‘installation art’ is a newish fashion – not for
purists, he thought. The artist admitted his early
memories of industrial manufacture were when
he was living on the western outskirts of
Edinburgh and enduring the full force and smell
of the lino factory in Kirkcaldy.
I stumbled across the exhibition on my way
to another gallery and was amazed and intrigued
by the whole experience. Mike Nelson puts it
much better than I could: “It presents us with a
vision of artefacts cannibalised from the last days
of the industrial era in place of the treasures of
empire that would normally adorn such halls.”
Mike Nelson, who was born in Loughborough
in 1967, is well known for his controversial art
and sculpture installations. He has exhibited
worldwide representing Britain at Venice
Biennale in 2011.
The exhibition closed in October but
photographs of the exhibits are available on the
Tate Britain website.

Turkish army
pension fund to
buy British Steel
British Steel owns the Scunthorpe steel works
where 3,000 people work and it employs another
800 on Teesside. The company was transferred to
the Official Receiver because British Steel, its
shareholders and the government were not able
to, or would not, support the business.
Ataer Holding is a subsidiary of Turkey’s state
military retirement scheme Oyak. It is also owns
50% of Erdemir, Turkey’s largest steel producer.
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The Industrial Heritage of Nantong –
The First Modern City in China
Nantong is the modern name of a thousand-yearold settlement crossed by the Yangtze River and
located in Jiangsu province, eastern-central China
(Fig. 1). Its strategic position, together with the
availability of land and the presence of
enlightened entrepreneurs, paved the way for the
transformation of this territory into the first
modern city of China. Since 1895, the place has
become the scene of a series of important
changes, such as the setting up of factories, the
reclamation of mudflats for growing cotton, the
development of a multimo dal transportation
network, the construction of major hydraulic
infrastructures and canals, and the creation of a
modern education system. In other words, at the
turn of the twentieth century Nantong
experienced a remarkable process of
modernization. Many of these changes were
promoted by the industrialist and educator Zhang
Jian (1853–1926).
Dongdong WANG, Lifang LEI and Juan Manuel
CANO SANCHIZ
Institute for Cultural Heritage and History of
Science & Technology
University of Science and Technology Beijing
The modernization and industrial development of
Nantong was closely related to the initiatives of
‘industry for national salvation’ that followed the
First Sino-Japanese War (1894–5). In this context,
Zhang Jian raised capital for establishing the
Dasheng Cotton Mill in 1895, which started to
produce in 1899 in the Tangzha area, close to the
Tongyang Canal. An advanced plant layout and
western architectural style was used in its
construction. Furthermore, the factory was
equipped through time with the best machines
available in the global market (most of them

Fig. 1: Location map of Nantong, Jiangsu province, P.R. China

British), which were easily obtainable thanks to
the proximity to Shanghai. This equipment
included Murray cotton gins, John Greenhalgh &
Sons willow machines, Hetherington & Sons
carding machines, drawing frames, roving frames,
and ring spinning frames, Howard & Bullough
ring spinning frames and Toyota automatic looms,
among other equipment. Several sheds of this
textile complex are still in use for the production
of cotton threads (Fig. 2). The original foreign
machinery has also been preserved to a great
extent, although relocated for exhibition in the
Nantong Textile Museum (Fig. 3).
In order to produce the necessary raw
materials for the factory, Zhang Jian established a
series of cotton plantations along the coast. His
initiative was followed by other farmers. Together,
all of them transformed the adjacent Huainan

Fig. 2: The bell tower (1915) at the main gate of Dasheng Cotton Mill (left) and a pair of inside views of two of its sheds
(right)
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(sources: Google Earth & www.worldatlats.com)

Reclamation Area into one of the largest cotton
producers in China. Coastal development also
favoured the growth of the salt industry and
fishery in Nantong. In order to make the most of
the rich resources available and to promote other
related industries, the Dasheng industrial complex
was extended at the beginning of the twentieth
century with oil-pressing plants, soap factories,
ironworks (Fig. 4), paper mills and printers. At the
same time, the city experienced new
improvements, including further developments in
its transportation and communication networks,
and in the production and distribution of
electricity. Other infrastructures (such as
warehouses) and sectors (distillery, food industry,
finance and real estate enterprises) also enriched
the economic landscape of the city through the
twentieth century. Thus, the territory, in a wide
sense, underwent important transformation
during this time. In the end, this complex industrial
system led to the development not only of
Nantong, but of the Chinese textile industry.
Zhang Jian’s works also included education.
He founded a series of schools at different levels,
both for general and for professional education,
all of which had great attendance and influence.
Furthermore, Zhang Jian invested time and effort
in charity and public services, setting up nurseries,
hospitals and geriatric houses. In addition, Zhang
Jian established the Nantong Museum, the first
museum in China created by and for Chinese
people.
Despite the general panorama of progress
and development we are describing here, the truth
is that Nantong also suffered the many difficulties
China faced during the first half of the twentieth
century. Nantong’s industry experienced periods
of recession, especially in times of war and
occupation. After the foundation of the People’s
Republic of China in 1949, industrial activity was
finally stabilised and Nantong returned to the
path of prosperity initiated by Zhang Jian. On the
turn of the twenty-first century, new waves of

last decades. In order to guarantee its
preservation, several protection plans have been
gradually developed since 2002. This includes the
‘Tangzha Historic and Cultural District Protection
Plan’ (completed in 2009) and the ‘Nantong 1895
Industrial Heritage Renewal Plan’ (launched in
2012). Since 2013, the 1895 Cultural and Creative
Industrial Park has been open to public in Tangzha
(Fig. 6). The protection of Nantong’s industrial
heritage has been successful from several points
of view, but perhaps it has been too focused on
architecture, which might have overlooked a
deeper exploration on the technological values of
industrial heritage. While several museums offer
different narratives on the industrial past of the
city, the fact that the workspaces and the tools
and machines have been preserved separately

Fig. 3: Original British machinery on display at the Nantong Textile Museum

modernization arrived at Nantong following the
multi-core urban system designed by Zhang Jian.
Since then, several abandoned buildings have
been repurposed as shopping malls, schools and
other public facilities, including a comprehensive
network of museums and heritage resources.
Therefore, in the twenty-first century Nantong has
kept his pioneering historical position by
developing one of the first holistic urban plans of
modernization in China. In such a plan, industrial
heritage is a very important piece.

Industrial heritage is still today a new field in
China. However, in the last two decades its
protection, especially the preservation of historical
architecture, has experienced a noticeable growth.
As the birthplace of Nantong’s modern industry,
the Tangzha area retains a large number of
industrial heritage sites, including factories,
warehouses, dormitories, schools, transportation
networks and traditional houses (Fig. 5). In spite
of its heritage values, the industrial heritage of
this area of the city has faced many risks in the

Fig. 5: Restored traditional houses of industrialist families
in Nantong

(with some exceptions) hinders a more
comprehensive interpretation of the production
and distribution processes carried out in Nantong.
In conclusion, Nantong counts on an
extraordinary industrial heritage and very
important efforts have been made in the current
century aiming to preserve it. These initiatives
have achieved a great rate of success. Industrial
heritage has been transformed into useful
resources for society, including not just places for
culture and tourism, but also spaces for leisure in
a general sense, economic and creative activities,
and housing. Nevertheless, in our humble opinion,
there is still work to be done, especially regarding
a better explanation and understanding of the
intersections
between
technology
and
architecture, of the role of Nantong in the
development of the modern cities of China, and of
the interactions of Nantong with the rest of the
world – interactions that influenced its processes
of industrialisation and modernisation.

Fig. 4: An art gallery in the former site of the Zisheng Iron Smelting Plant (1903), in the 1895 Cultural & Creative Industrial
Park

Funding:
This report on Nantong’s industrial heritage is a
result of the project A new vision of science and
technology and cultural research, which is funded
by the Fundamental Research Funds for the
Central Universities (ref.: FRF-BR-18-006B), P.R.
China.
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Victorian Society’s ten buildings most in peril 2019
The Victorian Society’s List of the ten most
endangered buildings includes three industrial
sites
Chatterley Whitfield Colliery – Staffordshire
– C19 & 20 – GII*/Scheduled Monument
On the outskirts of Chell in Staffordshire, stands
an industrial monument of the utmost importance
– the Chatterley Whitfield Colliery. The disused
coal mine is considered to be the most
comprehensive survival of a deep mine site in
England from the industry’s period of peak
production and it was the first colliery in the UK to
produce 1,000,000 tons of saleable coal in a year.
Following the closure of the mine, the buildings
had served as a museum, which has long-since
closed. The whole colliery site is now vacant and
the buildings are in a very poor condition, it will
need substantial public funding if it is to be
rescued.
Pelican Works, Birmingham – GII – c.1868 –
(architect unknown)
The Grade II-listed Pelican Works building in the
Jewellery Quarter of Birmingham was built for
Thomas Wilkinson of Sheffield as an electroplating
works, and the company was noted for its cutlery
production. The elegant frontage part of the red
brick building is like a small Italian Palazzo, with
the sculpture of a Pelican –the company crest –
placed above the central main entrance. It is a
significant landmark on one of the main
thoroughfares of the Jewellery Quarter
conservation area. Currently only the frontage
part of the building is apparently occupied by a
fashion company and the structures appear to be
generally increasingly neglected. In May 2019
there was a serious collapse of part of the Hockley
Street shopping range, which closed the road, and
part of this rear range has been demolished on
safety grounds. This could be reinstated, but little
seems to be being done at present to secure the

Pelican Works, Birmingham

future of this extraordinary building, and other
recent collapses at historic factory buildings in the
Quarter, including a tragic loss of life on another
site, mean that we are extremely concerned that
the Pelican Works is currently at risk.
Queensbury Tunnel – Yorkshire – (unlisted) –
1874-78 – John Fraser
Queensbury Tunnel is a disused railway tunnel
that connects Holmfield and Queensbury in West
Yorkshire, England. The now rapidly deteriorating
tunnel symbolises the irreplaceable infrastructure

European Mining Heritage Newsletter
EFAITH, the European Federation of Associations
of Industrial and Technical Heritage, has
published the first edition of a European Mining
Heritage newsletter.
European history has a lot of connection with
mining. The search for materials and minerals
from the earth started with the earliest European
history and is a vital part of European Life. Mining
of stones and metal has been a human activity
since pre-historic times. Stone tools of obsidian
and flint indicate how men first worked to shape
stone and rock, and mine materials.
There is European evidence of metal copper
smelting that took place in the Balkans in around
5000 BC. Around 3000 BC there were other
locations in Europe, in Central Europe, Slovakia
and Ireland, even in Britain where copper was
mined and forged.
Deep mines were expanded in Western and
Central Europe around 800 BC Rome and other
mining nations began to establish them about

500 BC specially seeking silver, lead and gold.
There is archaeological evidence that coal
was burned in funeral pyres during the Bronze
Age, 3,000 to 4,000 years ago, in Wales. Aristotle
mentions coal (‘combustible bodies’) in his
Meteorologica (?????????????, ca 350 BC).
Marco Polo reports its use as widespread in
thirteenth century China. In Europe and other
continents coal became the basic energy source
that fuelled the industrial developments of the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
In his book De Re Metallica (1556 ) Georgius
Agricola expressed the opinion that metals and
mining lay at the heart of civilisation – but he
also gave a voice to the (then also existing)
opponents of mining, and their arguments of
despoiling and pollution, their concerns about the
safety of miners and thoughts about the evil
products of metals such as weapons... This sounds
very modern.
To subscribe visit the EFAITH website.
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legacy left to us by the Victorians. Built by the
Great Northern Railway, it was the longest tunnel
on the company’s network at the time of its
opening in 1878. It is currently abandoned and
flooded with water, and is at the centre of a
heated debate between campaigners. The
campaigners want the tunnel restored to be a
cycle path, whereas the Department for Transport
(DfT) wants to fill in sections of the tunnel with
concrete and then leave it to collapse. We hope it
will be used to give new life to the communities

‘Brunel’s other
bridge’ could be
moved
The Avon Industrial Buildings Trust (AIBT) and the
SS Great Britain Trust said the historic swing
bridge (see IA News 190) could become a new
footbridge, located across the entrance of the
Albion dry dock in Bristol. The Grade II-listed
swing bridge was built in 1849 and has been on
Historic England’s Heritage at Risk Register since
2011. Geoff Wallis, a trustee of the AIBT, said a
study would assess whether it can be restored to
working order as a footbridge. He also said the
bridge could provide a walkway which would
avoid the need for anyone to walk around what is
a ‘very large dock’.
The proposed plans could become another
point of access to Brunel’s SS Great Britain, which
is next to the dry dock. Recently, a £62,000 grant
was awarded by Historic England to ‘save’ the
bridge.

Pabellón de Pica, a Historic Monument

Pabellon de Pica today, south of Iquique, Tarapaca coast.

In 1874, the Peruvian government established the
Southern Guano District, including the Tarapaca
ports (Pabellón de Pica, Punta de Lobos and
Huanillos, northern Chile). This set up a
significant exploitation cycle of an industrial
nature, which lasted until the third quarter of the
twentieth century.
During that period, two historic events
marked an interruption of production and
shipping: the earthquake and tidal wave of 9 May
1877, and the Pacific War between Chile and the
Peruvian-Bolivian alliance in 1879-1883. Of the
two events, the 1877 tidal wave holds great
importance for the archaeological investigation
of the guano fleet.
Christophe Pollett
Since 2014, the industrial mining camp
associated with the guano and salt exploitation
of Pabellón de Pica have been covered by legal
protection, and is classified as a Historic
Monument. However, this protection does not
include the underwater cultural heritage in its
waters.

Credit: Instituto de Arqueología Náutica y Subacuática

The development of Pabellón de Pica in the
nineteenth century as a guano port meant that
for a long time, hundreds of merchant ships from
different countries dropped anchor in its port in
order to load the highly-valued manure before
sailing to Europe and North America.
To archaeologists, the historic, geographic
and economic context in which the 1877 disaster
occurred represents a unique opportunity for
researchers to address an innovative research
question that is as yet unconsidered by maritime
archaeology in Chile or Peru (the major guano
producing countries between the 1840s and mid
1900s): the study of the archaeology of the guano
clipper ships.
Preliminary analysis of unpublished
documentary sources reveal that 27 ships and
hulks were at anchor in the harbour when the
catastrophe occurred. The remains of at least
seven ships wrecked by the tidal wave would now
lie on the seabed.
The project involves exploring and
documenting the underwater cultural heritage
within Pabellón de Pica waters. The aim of this
archaeological survey is to put it under the official

protection of the Decree 911/1999 of the Chilean
Ministry of Education, taking into account the
UNESCO recommendations concerning the
protection of underwater cultural heritage (2001).

Prince Eugene, anchored at Pabellon de Pica at time of
earthquake. Saved with slight damage
Credit Record of Canadian Shipping

That is why three specific goals have been
defined:
To establish a precise list of ships that were
wrecked in Pabellón de Pica, and to contextualise
them by means of in-depth historic research and
gathering of unpublished source material, both in
Chile and elsewhere.
To quantify and identify underwater remains
and compare them with documentary sources, to
characterize every shipwreck and evaluate its
current estate of conservation;
To map every discovery in order to elaborate
an underwater cultural heritage map which will
serve as a tool for its management and study in
the future.
The archaeological study will be conducted
by combining two areas of analysis. First, existing
national and international documentary sources
will be studied. Secondly, a non-intrusive
underwater archaeological survey will be
conducted — this will not include object
recovery. The survey will involve an intensive scan
of the historic port, including harbour and transit
areas, by means of remote sensing techniques,
which will allow the location and mapping of
shipwrecks and other remains. A diving survey of
each discovery will also be conducted in order to
record and identify each one.

Editor’s apology
Pabellon de Pica, before the Earthquake and Tidal Wave

Credit: Biblioteca Nacional de Chile

Unfortunately the name of the author of the letter
on Tall Chimneys on page 15 of the last edition
was omitted. Apologies to Tim Smith.
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The Mills Archive

parts of the mill were then demolished and other
buildings converted into apartments.
We are lucky to have more than 80 items from
this mill, many of which are photographic.
Photographs include those of various dignitaries
such as owner JG Cranfield and details of the mill,
badly damaged by bombs in World War II as well
as an interesting set depicting a grain silo collapse.

The IA News last reported on the Mills Archive in
2016 (IA News 176), Since then the archive has
very considerably expanded. Here, Mildred
Cookson describes the developments and appeals
for more material.
Much has happened to the industry as it
continues to adapt rapidly to twenty-first century
realities. If we are to recognise the strides that
milling has made both technologically and in its
contribution to society, we need to work together
to ensure that records of involved individuals and
companies are secured for tomorrow.
We are investing a great deal in securing
permanent storage for archive and library
material, all cared for by professional staff. Now
we are organising and cataloguing our roller flour
mill material, I thought it would be of interest to
explain how you can see records online and gain
some insight into what we already have.
Unlike publications, such as Victorian and later
journals, archival records are usually unique and
often fragile. Material arrives in collections; currently
we have 258 of them, ranging from an envelope to
several metres of shelving. Once we know what a
collection contains, we catalogue it, using our
ground-breaking web-based catalogue. As I write
we have 80,000 entries, of which 70,000 offer a
digital object to inspect. To help you find what you
seek, we are creating an indexing framework.
The current mills index holds details on
almost 12,000 mills in the UK, but only 209 of
these are roller flour mills. Are there mills missing
from this list which you think should be included?
When we are given material on a mill that is
not in our index, we identify the mill and create
its profile page with a map, short description and
an easy link to the relevant archival items.
I have chosen three very different examples
(Abbey Mill, Reading, Cranfield’s Flour Mill,
Ipswich and Sun Flour Mills, Bromley-by-Bow) to
give you a glimpse of how easy it is for you to
enjoy browsing our catalogued images and
documents.
Abbey Mills, Reading
A medieval watermill originally belonging to
Reading Abbey, the mill was converted to rollers

and steam power when owned by the Soundy
family. The mill ceased work in the 1950s and was
demolished leaving only a medieval arch over the
Holy Brook. The mill ruins are Grade II Listed.
This mill has 41 items catalogued, including
an 1871 indenture in the possession of the
Soundy family, whose collection we have also
catalogued. The indenture includes a typical map
of the time showing the mill by the Holy Brook.
Such documentary records are unique and
invaluable to the historian, so the more of these
we can have the better. We also look for unusual
photographs, both contemporary and older.
Cranfield’s Flour Mill, Ipswich
The mill was built in 1884, and extended with
new plant in 1906. 17 storey grain silos were
added in the 1950s and the mill was remodelled
by Henry Simon in 1969. The firm was acquired by
Allied Mills in 1972. Milling ceased in 1998. Some
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Sun Flour Mills, Bromley-by-Bow
The Sun Flour Mills Company converted the
original rice mill into a steam-powered flour mill
in 1889. The mill became part of Associated
London Flour Millers Ltd, was purchased by J W
French in 1941 and then became part of Spillers
French Milling Ltd.
It was destroyed in an explosion on 7 August
1965, with 4 killed and 38 injured. I have written
about this mill previously to emphasise the
important material in our Cornwell Collection,
donated by the family of the managing director
who retired in 1926.
Now I switch my attention to another
feature: the valuable ways in which very different
collections overlap . The rather badly damaged
picture of Sun Flour Mills featured in a scrapbook
of 65 pages.
The scrapbook had been assembled in the
early years of the 20th century by William Lant
Duffield, miller and farmer of Tasburgh Mill and
Saxlingham Thorpe. Tasburgh watermill probably
started life as a paper mill but in 1896 it became
Duffields’ first roller mill.
Two of the bill heads from his business were
donated to us by a contemporary collector. We
have hundreds of such bill heads giving another
important but ephemeral record of a mill’s past
business
I hope this sample will encourage you to
consider what you may be able to let us have—a
single document, a file or even a van full would
be welcome.
Although recycling is now preferred to landfill, please do not consider either when you have
the power to enrich our heritage by offering
material for us to share and care for.
Mildred Cookson
The Mills Archive Trust
mills@millsarchive.org
https://millsarchive.org

The Rope Works at
Chatham
Chatham Dockyard closed in 1984 leading to
mass unemployment, high levels of deprivation
and loss of community pride and wellbeing. At
the time of closure, Government established
Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust as an
independent charitable trust to take stewardship
of the dockyard of the age of sail, an 80-acre site
which contains 100 buildings, 47 scheduled
ancient monuments, 12 Grade I and 32 Grade II*
listed buildings. The Trust has two charitable
objectives: preservation and education. As noted
in IA News 190 the AIA were able to offer a grant
of £17,200 towards work on the historic rope
making machinery at Chatham Dockyard.
The Ropery is a Scheduled Ancient Monument
and Grade I Listed Building that occupies a
landmark position on the Anchor Wharf.
Chatham’s first naval ropery was built shortly
after the dockyard moved to the site of the
present Historic Dockyard in 1618. A new double
ropehouse accommodating yarn spinning on its
upper floors and ropemaking forming and closing
machines on the lower floor was built between
1786 and 1791 becoming operational at the
beginning of the French wars. The new building
was equipped with a range of then ‘state of the
art’ ropemaking equipment including equipment
patented by both Joseph Huddart and John Daniel
Belfour. In 1809-11 Simon Goodrich, the Navy
Board mechanist, and Henry Maudslay introduced
pioneering mechanical forming machines to
improve the quality of the manufacture of rope
strands – one of which remains in regular

Rope works at Chatham

operational use today. In 1837 a steam engine
was introduced to power the forming machines:
until then both forming and closing operations
had been powered by hand.
In 1854 new sets of closing machines were
installed enabling the rope closing process to
become steam powered. Both these and the
earlier Maudslay forming machines have
remained in use to the present day, initially
serving the Royal Navy and Britain from the
Crimean War, through the two World Wars to the
Falkland’s conflict in 1982. It is now operated by
Chatham Historic Dockyard Trust which
endeavours to continue to operate the ropery to
demonstrate its unique equipment to visitors and
maintain traditional ropemaking skills into the
twenty-first century. Today the Chatham Ropery is

unique, the world’s only traditional naval ropery
from the age of sail to have remained in constant
production to the present day.
The grant, provided by the AIA will allow the
Trust to pay for the conservation, repair and
interpretation works to the 1854 ‘middle side’
closing machine set. The machine has two
principal parts, one a ‘standing’ or ‘stationary’
machine fixed at the south end of the 1,100ft
(330m) long building; the other, a ‘travelling’
machine, is mounted on wheels running on rails
the full length of the ropewalk. Despite regular
maintenance, wear and tear from 165 years of
continuous operation has taken its toll on drive
shafts, bearings, drive wheels and gears to the
extent that simple adjustment is no longer
possible.

Electric Tugs
Our local magazine’s history page recently carried
a photo of the North entrance to Harecastle
Tunnels which convey the Trent and Mersey
Canal, near Stoke-on-Trent. There was a comment
to note the overhead electric cable for the electric
tug; I had never heard of such a thing!
To summarise the history, the first tunnel was
by Brindley and completed in 1775, with the Trent
and Mersey Canal fully open in 1777. This tunnel
was for legging boats through, while the horse
was lead over the hill on the Boathorse Road, part
of which still exists and bears that name. It is said
the tunnel passage would have taken 3 hours. To
alleviate congestion, Telford built a second tunnel
in 1827, which was big enough to include a
towpath and carried northbound traffic, while
Brindley’s carried southbound traffic. In 1914, the
Brindley Tunnel was closed due to mining
subsidence and an electric tug introduced to
Telford’s tunnel to double capacity; it being able
to tow narrow boats through at twice the speed
of a horse. It seems, at first, a battery tug was
used before overhead cables were installed to
work with a tram-style pickup. By 1954, boats
typically had their own engines and the tug
service ceased but the tunnel had not been
designed with ventilation shafts for engine fumes

Harecastle north entrances

Akke, Wikipedia

so a door, with a fan in it, was installed at the
Southern entrance. This solution remains in place
and could recently be seen on Celebrity 5 Go
Barging, where they went through the Telford
tunnel, despite only talking about the Brindley
tunnel!
Has any study been made of UK electric tugs
and have any been preserved? Was this a one-off
solution in the UK? The term trolley boats, seems

to have also been used and
www.lowtechmagazine.com/2009/12/trolleycanal-boats.html claims they were “mainly in
France and to a lesser extent in Germany, in
Belgium and (only experimentally) in the United
States” and gives some examples and pictures; it
seems to be the most-cited internet resource on
the subject.
John Outram
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New World Heritage Sites
Five new World Heritage Sites with industrial heritage association were
confirmed at the 43rd session of the World Heritage Committee in Baku,
Azerbaijan
Jodrell Bank Observatory (UK) — Located in a rural area of northwest
England, free from radio interference, Jodrell Bank is one of the world’s
leading radio astronomy observatories. At the beginning of its use in 1945
the site housed research on cosmic rays detected by radar echoes. This
observatory, which is still in operation, includes several radio telescopes and
working buildings, including engineering sheds and the Control Building.
Jodrell Bank has had substantial scientific impact in fields such as the study
of meteors and the moon, the discovery of quasars, quantum optics, and the
tracking of spacecraft. This exceptional technological ensemble illustrates
the transition from traditional optical astronomy to radio astronomy (1940s
to 1960s), which led to radical changes in the understanding of the universe. The Lovell Telescope at Jodrell Bank Observatory, 1Dec 2014

photo Anthony Holloway

Krzemionki Prehistoric Striped Flint Mining Region (Poland) – Located
in the mountain region of Šwietokrzyskie,
˛
Krzemionki is an ensemble of four
mining sites, dating from the Neolithic to the Bronze Age (about 3900 to
1600 BCE), dedicated to the extraction and processing of striped flint, which
was mainly used for axe-making. With its underground mining structures,
flint workshops and some 4,000 shafts and pits, the site features one of the
most comprehensive prehistoric underground flint extraction and processing
systems identified to date. The site provides information about life and work
in prehistoric settlements and bears witness to an extinct cultural tradition.

Krzemionki Opatowskie Mining Field. Chamber mine.

Photo Krzysztof Pȩczalski

r Mining Region (Czechia/Germany) —
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoší
Erzgebirge/Krušnohoší
r (Ore Mountains) spans a region in south-eastern
Germany (Saxony) and north-western Czechia, which contains a wealth of
several metals exploited through mining from the Middle Ages onwards. The
region became the most important source of silver ore in Europe from 1460
to 1560 and was the trigger for technological innovations. Tin was
historically the second metal to be extracted and processed at the site. At the
end of the nineteenth century, the region became a major global producer of
uranium. The cultural landscape of the Ore Mountains has been deeply
shaped by 800 years of almost continuous mining, from the twelfth to the
twentieth century, with mining, pioneering water management systems,
innovative mineral processing and smelting sites, and mining cities. This Head frame of the Svornost mine in Jáchymov, the oldest uranium mine in the world.
Photo Jan Albrecht
region was visited during the AIA Spring Tour to Saxony in 2018.
Ombilin Coal Mining Heritage of Sawahlunto (Indonesia) — Built for
the extraction, processing and transport of high-quality coal in an
inaccessible region of Sumatra, this industrial site was developed by the
Netherlands East Indies’ government in the globally important period of
industrialisation from the late nineteenth to the beginning of the twentieth
century. The workforce was recruited from the local Minangkabau people
and supplemented by Javanese and Chinese contract workers, and convict
labourers from Dutch-controlled areas. It comprises the mining site and
company town, coal storage facilities at the port of Emmahaven and the
railway network linking the mines to the coastal facilities. The Ombilin Coal
Mining Heritage was built as an integrated system that enabled the efficient
deep-bore extraction, processing, transport and shipment of coal. It is also
an outstanding testimony of exchange and fusion between local knowledge
Ombillin Mine, Indonesia Museum Mbah Soero Mining Pit
Office of Cultural Affairs and practices and European technology.
Water Management System of Augsburg (Germany) — The water
management system of the city of Augsburg has evolved in successive
phases from the fourteenth century to the present day. It includes a network
of canals, water towers dating from the fifteenth to seventeenth centuries,
which housed pumping machinery, a water-cooled butchers’ hall, a system of
three monumental fountains and hydroelectric power stations, which
continue to provide sustainable energy today. The technological innovations
generated by this water management system have helped establish
Augsburg as a pioneer in hydraulic engineering.
The Water Management System of Augsburg
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On the Origin of Industrial Chimneys – continued
The previous instalment introduced the subject of
Irish Round Towers, see I A News 190 page 20.
This photograph by Tim Smith shows a wellpreserved example at Clondalkin, near Dublin. It
is 84 feet high and was built in the 8th–9th
century.
The exact purpose of these round towers is
unclear. They may have been lookout towers to
warn of Viking attack and they were also bell
towers, used to announce servicers at a nearby
religious establishment. As they were quite tall
some of these towers would have been visible
from ships at sea and so have acted as a
deterrent.
In later years Cornish seafarers would be
familiar with those towers visible offshore and
probably used them as landmarks for
navigational purposes. Over the years knowledge
of the Irish towers would be quite widespread in
Cornwall.
When we come to the eighteenth century,
Cornish people became interested in building
stone chimneys and mine-flues and knowledge of
these Irish towers and how they were constructed
would have become valuable and people with
contacts in Ireland might well have enquired as to
how they were built. It appears that there is still
a local tradition in Ireland that they were built
from the inside. Thus, there could possibly be a
link between the Irish stone towers and Cornish
flues & chimneys – there is a striking visual
resemblance.
In The New Tablet of Memory; Or, Chronicle
of Remarkable Events, by Thomas Bartlett,
London 1841, there is the following entry for
1830:
“A great and most unnecessary expense was
till about this time incurred in providing exterior
scaffolding for the erection of chimneys to gas
works. By recent practice however this expense
has been rendered totally unnecessary. Spars are
let into the interior course of the chimney at the
proper distances for a man to mount up by, like
the steps of a common ladder. The bricks and
mortar are hoisted by a projecting beam with a
pulley at the end of it to the top where the
bricklayers are at work; and when the work is
finished the spars being merely wedged into their
places with loose brick are afterwards very easily
disengaged. By this simple method a saving is
effected of from £20 to £30 on the former
method of outside scaffolding in the erection of a
chimney of only 50 or 60 feet high.”
This method of construction without external
scaffolding might possibly have been used for the
Irish round towers. Two of these Irish towers were
built in Scotland about 1100.
Chimney-like’s towers are not exclusive to
Ireland, Italian hill towns had tall stone towers,
many of these being built in the thirteenth
century. San Gimignano still has many examples
and Bologna has a tower more than 318 feet
high. From a distance some historic Italian towns
are reminiscent of the industrial towns of Britain
before the demolition of their chimneys.

highest in England. Livingstone also constructed
the chimney that Sir George Head watched being
built at Runcorn in 1834. This was for the soap
works of J & T Johnson and with a height of 276
feet had a good claim to be the highest in
England.
In 1835 - 6 a circular brick chimney 312 feet
high was built for Adam’s soap works at
Smethwick. The highest in the country when built,
the designer was Mr Buckle of Soho, Birmingham.
Work started in the autumn of 1835 and it was
then allowed to stand over the winter. The
chimney was completed in September to October
1836. The builder had given up about half way
through and the work was finished by the firm
themselves. See Bancroft & Bancroft page 48.
Charles Capper in London in 1829 and
Livingstone from Newcastle at Runcorn in 1834
used a similar method, with a horse to raise men
and materials. At Dixon’s cotton mill in Carlisle ‘a
crab worked by four men’ replaced the horse.
In the next instalment we hope to discuss
radial bricks for the construction of chimneys with
a circular cross-section and briefly mention some
developments in other countries.
Robert Carr
Clondalkin Tower

photo Tim Smith

Clerics from Ireland visited Italy; and anyway
as clerics could read there would have been a
knowledge of towers generally. The Italian
lookout towers had a rectangular cross section
and would most likely have been built using
external scaffolding. Do we have any renaissance
scholars who can confirm this?
In the Victorian period and early twentieth
century industrialists with architectural
pretensions actually built brick towers in
deliberate imitation of Italian towers. There are
well-known examples in Leeds. One of these built
in 1919 is thought to represent a Tuscan tower
similar to those in San Gimignano. It is listed
grade II.
These towers had an internal structure and
were not subject to thermal stresses or the
possible ill effects of corrosive vapours passing up
their interiors. Chimneys are more difficult than
towers.
In the period 1820-1830 we have found the
names of very few chimney builders. Whoever
was responsible for the steady increase in the
height of chimneys during this decade remains
anonymous. Now from the 1830s the names of
chimney builders begin to emerge and we will
mention a few of them. We will not continue
much beyond 1840, if at all; this will be our
absolute cut off date. From then on the book Tall
Chimney Construction by Bancroft & Bancroft
1885 gives a fairly adequate coverage.
In 1833 a chimney 263 feet high was built for
the Alkali works of Anthony Clapham at Friars
Goose on the Tyne. This chimney, built by Mr
Livingstone of Newcastle, was said to be the

I Mech Award
Dundee’s Boulton & Watt engine was presented
with the Institution of Mechanical Engineers’
prestigious Engineering Heritage Award on
Sunday 25 August, the 200th anniversary of
James Watt’s death.
The Douglasfield Engine is one of only four
surviving rotative engines by Boulton and Watt in
the UK and is the only surviving Watt engine that
worked in Scotland. The engine was used to turn
machinery at William Sandeman’s Douglasfield
Bleachworks, located on the Dighty Burn just
outside Dundee.
At the beginning of the nineteenth century
Douglasfield had the lion’s share of Dundee’s
bleaching trade, an important element of the
thriving local linen industry. Costing £517, the
engine was ordered from Boulton and Watt in
February 1801 and was installed at the
bleachworks in March 1802.
The complex and ambitious project to restore
the engine involved a team of experts from all
over the UK and was supported by the Heritage
Lottery Fund, Museums Galleries Scotland and
the Association for Industrial Archaeology.
The ceremony closed with a special ‘steamthemed’ musical performance from Quire who
sang Andrew Lloyd Webber’s ‘The light at the end
of the tunnel’ song about James Watt and steam
power as well as a couple of Dundee mill songs.

VISIT THE AIA
WEBSITE
www.industrial-archaeology.org
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Joint effort – developing the history of the
Leamington Kitchener
It has long been apparent that the local industrial
archaeology societies that are affiliated to the
AIA possess differing characteristics and modes
of operation. The Warwickshire Industrial
Archaeology Society (WIAS) has its (well
attended) monthly meeting as a primary focus,
while publications – apart from the regular
Quarterly Newsletter and a small number of
Occasional Papers – have not featured heavily in
its thirty-year life. In recent years, WIAS has also
become increasingly aware of the mutual benefit
that can be gained by working with other
societies in building up the knowledge and
interpretation of the industrial heritage of
Warwickshire.
Martin Green
These two elements combined to launch a joint
project between the Warwickshire Industrial
Archaeology Society and the Leamington History
Group to explore the history of the iron-founders
of Royal Leamington Spa in the nineteenth
century, resulting in a 200-page book on the
subject. The decision to produce a book was in
itself quite a step – should we simply publish the
material online or go to the effort of producing a
hard copy? A small group of four took the project
forward, and it was interesting to note the
differing approaches of the two groups – an
emphasis on the physical remains (often the
products of the firms concerned) and remaining
locations compared with a focus on the people
involved in the industry. These differing
approaches brought inevitable ‘discussion’ about
the final text, and we experienced many of the
tribulations which will be familiar to more
experienced authors - the breaking of the
budgetary constraints, the choice of illustrations,
the size of the print-run, the trade-off between
deadline dates and the quest for perfection – all
reared their ugly heads on more than one
occasion.
One enormous benefit was that it enabled
much of the research carried out by past and
present members of WIAS (including long-term
AIA stalwart John Selby) to be transferred into a
manageable format. Boxes containing handwritten notes, bundles of old-style printer paper
pushed out on some of the early computer
systems, and even collections of that mainstay of
research in earlier years – the record card, could
be sifted, checked for accuracy, and placed into a
spread-sheet that was to prove the bedrock of the
material we unearthed.
In a happy coincidence, links with the
Northampton Industrial Archaeology Group were
enhanced by the appearance of the name
‘Barwell & Haggar, Eagle Foundry, Northampton’
both on the decorative iron and street iron in
Leamington Spa. Contact was made with Peter
Perkins of NIAG and we were able to share
information, some of which Peter was able to
include in his recent publication Edward Harrison

Barwell: 19th Century Northampton Ironfounder.
It may seem unlikely that a genteel spa town
should have a strong iron-founding industry, but
the needs of that expanding town, the prevailing
architectural fashion for decorative ironwork, plus
a specialism in a particular product gave
Leamington a number of these foundries. The
product in question was the closed kitchen range
–The Leamington Kitchener – particularly
associated with the Flavel family.
William Flavel developed his range in the
1820s, and he is often described as the inventor
of the Patent Leamington Kitchener. What
emerged was that others preceded Flavel (e.g.
Bodley in Exeter 1802) and, more interestingly
perhaps, that Flavel did not actually have a
patent! This came to light in a case brought by
William’s son Sidney Flavel who took one of his
former employees Joshua Harrison to court
seeking an injunction to prevent Harrison from
producing what appeared to be the blatant
copying of Flavel designs. Vice-Chancellor PageWood, while far from condoning Harrison’s
actions, found against Flavel because he simply
did not have the patent that he claimed. Harrison
proved to be a great survivor in the industry and
his chequered career was never smooth. He
offered to provide kitcheners to the British army
in the Crimea, claiming he could cook a meal for
1500 in three hours on his ‘Crimerian Range’. No
record exists of any orders he received! He also
seems to have taken his designs to New York
after business failures in the UK.
We were also able to correct an oft repeated
mistake that Flavel moved to the Eagle Foundry in
1833 when, in fact, he did not move there until
1856. There were a number of occupants between
1833 and 1856. The Eagle Foundry has continued
in operation through to the present day, with
Rangemaster – successor to the Flavel dynasty –
now occupying the site.
The Leamington name was carried to many
parts of the world, not simply by Flavel but also
by other producers in the town such as Thomas
Radclyffe and George Grove. The book explores
the nature of this competition, the resilience of
Flavel, and the fate of rival producers. It also
seeks to answer the question as to whether
Leamington Spa was exceptional in the number
of foundries present, or whether this was typical
of any rapidly expanding town during the
nineteenth century.
The book Ironmen of Leamington:
Ironfounders and Allied Traders in Royal
Leamington Spa 1800-1900 by Martin Green and
Michael Jeffs can be obtained by contacting
Margaret Rushton at rushtonmm1860@
gmail.com 01926 424659 or from local
bookshops. Price £18.
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Ferguson Yard
The Scottish Government is to take the Ferguson
Marine shipyard into public ownership after three
offers from commercial firms were rejected.
The future of the Clyde yard was plunged into
doubt earlier this year, after a bitter stand-off
with publicly-owned ferry firm Cal Mac over
construction of two new ships. Costs on the
original £97m contract spiralled with neither side
prepared to meet the additional bill, resulting in
administrators being called in.
Finance Secretary Derek Mackay had already
set out plans to nationalise the yard to secure the
300 jobs at stake, but interest was invited from
commercial operators which resulted in three
indicative offers. However, administrators have
concluded these are either not capable of being
executed or do not represent a better outcome for
creditors than a sale of the business to the
Scottish Government.
Administrators are now in discussion with
Scottish Ministers to agree final terms of a sale
and expect this to be executed within the next
four weeks.
The Scotsman 2 October

A Brazen Roar for
the Kempton Great
Engines
Sixty young musicians and singers from
Hounslow Music Service joined players from the
Philharmomia Orchestra and English jazz
trumpeter Gerard Presencer to perform a new
work by Siobhan Lamb.
The Brazen Roar is a unique and innovative
composition, written to accompany an animated
film created by pupils from local Bolder Academy
and supported by Chocolate Films. The theme is
man’s relationship with power, choices and
change. The performance was launched by the
start of Triple No.6 and its all-clear bell, which
formed the first note of the piece.
Kempton Great Engines Trust Chairman
Michael Hamilton said, “We are immensely proud
to host The Brazen Roar to celebrate our 90th
anniversary. This is a first for us in the field of arts
presentation and the musicians and film makers
have brought the museum’s rich industrial and
cultural heritage to life.”
He went on to thank everyone involved for
making this highly creative event happen, not
least the volunteers who gave up their time to
help throughout the day. Guests included the
Mayor of Spelthorne and Deputy Mayor of
Hounslow, plus Sir Peter Bazalgette, great-greatgrandson of Victorian civil engineer Sir Joseph
Bazalgette, who built the magnificent Crossness
sewage works in East London. “What a
wonderful concert,” Sir Peter said. “The engine
hissed and there were great parts for all the
youthful singers and players!”

Watson’s Hotel, Mumbai
Sitting right at the heart of Kala Ghoda in a
stunning state of dilapidation, and seemingly
delaying total collapse day by day, is one of South
Mumbai’s most fascinating heritage properties,
the Watson’s Hotel. Known today as the
Esplanade Mansion, this building, which dates to
1869, is the oldest surviving cast-iron structure in
India.
Chris Barney
Watson’s Hotel, named after its first owner, John
Watson, an English businessman in Bombay, was
meant to be a structure used for office space and
showrooms for his flourishing drapery and
tailoring business in the city. It was initially
fabricated in England, with its components
shipped to India by 1867. It was then constructed
on-site and completed by 1869. With an external
cast-iron frame that was typical of many 19thcentury buildings in London, wide open balconies
on each of its five floors and a majestic atrium, it
was a much-celebrated work of architecture at its
peak. The ironwork was cast in England and sent
to India with much of the other material required.
The building’s designer was Rowland Mason
Ordish who was born in 1824 and, although not
well known, was responsible for many of the cast
iron structures of the second half of the
nineteenth century. His first success was as a
junior, just 20 years old, in preparing the design
for the Victoria Bridge at Windsor although this is
generally attributed to his employer and even to
Prince Albert. He was engaged with Fox,
Henderson in working out the details of the
Chrystal Palace and subsequently in charge of its
re-erection at Sydenham. In 1856 he began
practice on his own and he was the inventor of a

Esplanade Mansion c 2011

Watson’s Esplanade Hotel in Mumbai (Bombay), as originally planned
painting at Watson Institute, in Castle Carrock, Wikipedia

rigid system of suspension which he employed in
his design of the Albert Bridge at Chelsea and in
a number of other important bridges in Europe.
He was responsible for the Albert Hall roof and, in
partnership with William Barlow, for St Pancras
Station. In 1876 in partnership with Perry Nursey
he produced a scheme for a cast iron railway
tunnel to run from Dover to Cape Gris-Nez which
came to nothing. His somewhat diffident
personality, in contrast to some of his
contemporaries, may explain how little he is
known. He died in 1886.
Departing from his original plans for the
building, John Watson opened the structure as
Watson’s Hotel in 1869. An exclusively whitesonly hotel, the building became a grand and

thriving symbol of British colonial presence in the
country until John Watson’s death and the
emergence of the Taj Mahal Palace Hotel in
Colaba. According to local legend, industrialist
Jamshedji Tata built the Taj to avenge his being
denied entry into Watson’s, owing to its racist
whites-only policy.
Long heading towards decline, the building
ceased to be a hotel by 1960 and was sold and
renamed the Esplanade Mansion. The building’s
rooms were rented out to commercial and
residential tenants, as it continues to be up. The
building’s proximity to the city’s high court made
it a particularly appealing choice for several law
offices.
However, the building’s continually decline
has led to a crisis between its owners, current
residents, and the city’s housing authorities.
Owing to its rent-controlled status, the current
owners of the building have found it impossible
to gather enough funds to repair or maintain the
structure to acceptable standards. Its once
glorious atrium and ballroom have been turned
into dumping grounds for its residents. Balconies
have fallen off, while cobweb-infested stairs have
missing slabs.
In 2005, part of the building’s façade
collapsed and killed one person, just days after it
had been enlisted among the ‘World’s 100 Most
Endangered Monuments’ by the World
Monuments Fund. Mumbai’s ‘Buildings Repair
and Reconstruction Board’ has regularly featured
the building among its list of most dangerous
buildings in the city and flagged it as
uninhabitable. However, people still live there,
and they are hopeful about an imminent
restoration.
In 2019, the Mumbai Heritage Conservation
Committee unanimously voted to recommended
restoring the cast-iron structure.
Information about R M Ordish is largely from
his obituary to be found in Grace’s Guide.

Wikipedia
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Boat Yards at Greenwich

Tug Devour delivering goods to the RoyalNavy

Greenwich became a key site for shipbuilding and
breaking yards from the second half of the
nineteenth century, as companies such as Rennie
and Maudslay Son & Field established yards
there, encouraged by landowners such as Morden
College. Towards the turn of the twentieth
century, the area also became a key place for
barge building and repair, particularly around
Wood Wharf, where Pope & Bond continued their
barge yard until 1996.
Today a number of boatyards still operate on
the Greenwich Peninsula, including Paul
Deverell’s yard at Bay Wharf. After training as a
welder with Murex, Paul started his career on the
Thames at Greenland Dock in the 1970s, when he

Thames Drydocking Co Ltd

was called in to convert passenger boats. He
developed a successful business, General Welding
and Marine Services.
By the 1990s, Paul had bought his own dry
dock and was running his business, by then
known as Thamescraft Dry Docking Services, at
Piper’s Wharf in Greenwich. The company has
received many prestigious commissions over the
years. In 1988, they built the floating Jean Michel
Jarre stage for Destination Dockland. He also built
the floating steps for HMS Ark Royal, enabling the
Queen Mother to disembark. Most recently, the
company has refurbished Woolwich Arsenal Pier.
In 2005, a legal battle began that forced the
business to move from Piper’s Wharf to a new site

The Electric Mini
The former Western Power company South West
Electricity Board pioneered the resurgence of the
electric vehicle in the modern era in 1963 with a
grant from the Electricity Council to pursue the
issue. An Austin Mini Countryman was purchased
and sent to AEI Manchester for conversion.
AEI experimented with various systems,
finally installing a 10hp 96V electric traction
motor driven from a bank of Exide Ajax batteries
and featured regenerative braking. The lights
were powered from a separate 12V battery. The
distance travelled was only 24 miles on a four
hour charge. It was easy to drive but as will be
apparent from the picture the batteries left little
room for anything else.
The car, registration DAE137C was first
shown in London before being delivered to Bristol
in 1966. In 1973 it appeared in Downing Street
driven by Geoffrey Rippon but it was disposed of
in 1982. It still exists, on show, in the Leicester
Abbey Pumping Station Museum.
Histelec News: Newsletter of the
Western Power Electricity Historical Society
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at Bay Wharf, due to redevelopment in the area.
The business has operated at Bay Wharf since
2015, but Paul still faces a number of challenges
to ensure the site is fit for purpose. In 2012 he
was joined by his son Jack, who had been
apprenticed as a waterman and lighterman, and
has brought new aspects to the business with his
skills as a skipper.
Further around the peninsula, at Bugsby’s
Reach, is a barge yard run by Cory Riverside
Energy for the maintenance and repair of their
tugs and barges. Dating back to 1785, Cory has
been a lighterage company on the Thames for
centuries. In the 1890s Cory was primarily
transporting coal along the river to support the
thriving industries of London, as well as for
domestic use. However, the Clean Air Act of 1956
changed things considerably, and the company
eventually moved to transporting oil, and now
waste, on the Thames.
The company initially had a barge yard at
Erith, but later established their current yard at
Charlton, building dry docks and warehouses in
the 1950s. John Daly was apprenticed at Cory in
the 1970s, alongside six other apprentices. At the
time the yard worked in partnership with another
company, Mercantile Lighterage, and in 1979 also
bought the Thames and General Lighterage
Company, becoming the largest lighterage
company on the Thames. When Mercantile
Lighterage closed in 1983, the yard was under
threat and the workforce at Cory had shrunk to
just five barge builders, including John Daly and
his colleague Brian Young. After a few years the
business recovered, and John became the yard
manager in 1996. He continues to work at the site
today.

Welsh Railways
Trust

2019 prize-winners: Left to right: John Bowman, John Pickin, Geoff Wallis, Marilyn Palmer, David Pope. Penny Middleton,
Peter Brown, Anne Andrews, Jim Andrews, John Robinson

AIA Award Winners
2019
The AIA presented seven awards for various
achievements in the field of industrial
archaeology and heritage at its conference in
Bridgwater in August 2019. Most were presented
to the winners by the President, Professor Marilyn
Palmer, and the Dorothea Award by Geoff Wallis
of Dorothea Restorations, also an AIA Council
Member.
The Peter Neaverson Award for Outstanding
Scholarship in Industrial Archaeology went to Dr.
John Barnatt for his outstanding work on a
landscape that few of us ever see, The
Archaeology of Underground Mines and Quarries
in England, published in 2018 by Historic
England. He was unable to attend but will be
presented with his award at an evening lecture at
the Peak District Lead Mining Museum in Matlock
Bath on 15 October 2019, to which AIA members
are invited.
The Professional Publications Award went to
Peter Brown for his comprehensive The
Shropshire Union Canal – from the Mersey to the
Midlands and Mid-Wales, published by the
Railway and Canal Society. Highly commended in
this category was Mine and Mill: The History and
Archaeology of Tilberthwaite Mine, Coniston, by
Northern Archaeological Associates Ltd. in
association with the Coniston Copper Archive &
Social History Group, which was resentenced by
John Rowan Robinson.
Two Dissertation Awards were given this
year, the first for the PhD dissertation by Dr. John
Bowman on the University of Newcastle for The
Iron and Steel Industry of the Derwent Valley, an
account of the important works in the area
around the surviving Derwentcote Steel Furnace
in north-east England. Samantha Frandsen
gained the second award for her unusual MSc
dissertation for the University of Leeds entitled A
geophysical investigation of an industrial
archaeology site: the former Elsecar Gasworks.
Such techniques are as yet uncommon on
industrial archaeological sites.

The Archaeological Report Award was shared
between two entries, both from Northern
Archaeological Associates: Low Bonsor Dressing
Mill: Archaeological Community Landscape &
Building Survey, and Penny Rigg Copper Mill:
Archaeological Community Landscape & Building
Survey, both by John Pickin, Penny Middleton
and Kate Chapman. These, together with their
publication, The People of Coniston Copper: Life
and Death in a Mining Village, demonstrated the
value of community archaeology projects
encouraged and supervised by professional
archaeological contract units.
The Dorothea Award for voluntary
conservation work on sites and artefacts of
industrial, agricultural, and domestic importance,
funded by Dorothea Restorations, went to David
Pope of Ellenroad Steam Museum in Rochdale
for their rebuild of the Nottingham Railway and
General Engineering Company’s engine known as
the Potclays Engine, now in steam in their
museum in Rochdale.
The AIA also manages an award for creative
re-use, which this year was won for an adaptation
of the Engine Shed, Northampton, an ex-railway
building converted for student use by
Northampton University’s Students Union;
the plaque will be presented to them by the
President in September.
All the prize-winners entertained conference
members with interesting presentations on their
projects, and demonstrated that industrial
archaeology still figures in publications,
archaeological reports and dissertations and in a
variety of ways of presenting industrial heritage,
whether digitally or on sites open to the public.
Thanks are due to the judges for these
various awards and to those who provided the
certificates, plaques etc.
We hope to have even more entries for next
year which will be presented at our conference in
Liverpool in August 2020. See the AIA website for
the entry forms and rules.
Marilyn Palmer, President

The Welsh Railways Trust was formally
inaugurated on 27 September at the Gwili
Railway in Carmarthenshire. The core of their
project is Taff Vale Railway locomotive No 28, part
of the National Collection, but they also aim to
restore a number of historic Welsh railway
carriages. A small gathering including
representatives of the National Railway Museum
and the AIA heard of the Trust’s plans and the first
public announcement of the AIA’s Restoration
Grant of £18,250 towards the £160,000
restoration of No 28.
The locomotive was built by the TVR at their
Cardiff works in 1897 and is the only surviving
standard gauge steam locomotive built in Wales.
It was sold out of GWR service in 1926 but
continued working on the Longmoor Military
Railway and later the Hetton Colliery Railway. On
final withdrawal in 1960 its significance was
recognised and it returned to South Wales in the
care of the Caerphilly Railway Society who
restored and returned the locomotive to steam
until 1990. After a period in limbo 28 is now back

Taff Vale Railway No28

photo Scott Artus

in Wales on the Gwili Railway where, with a new
three-year overhaul agreement with the National
Railway Museum, it will be returned to full
operational condition as close as possible to its
original 1897 appearance.
The Gwili Vintage Carriage Group, now the
Welsh Railways Trust, has already restored a Taff
Vale four-wheel carriage 220 of 1891 and are
now working on a Great Western 216 of 1888.
With TVR 28 they aim to operate a late-Victorian
train.
Based on the south end of the former
Manchester & Milford Railway, from Carmarthen
to Aberystwyth (never mind the grandiose but
unfulfilled title!), the Gwili Railway operates over
four miles of the eight miles of trackbed they
own, running alongside the picturesque Gwili
River. Progress and expansion is made with care
and present concentration is on their embryonic
terminus on the outskirts of Carmarthen, where
they will have a substantial carriage shed and
adequate parking. The railway website is
www.gwili-railway.co.uk
Michael Messenger
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LETTERS
Was Britain’s first
Industrial
Archaeologist a
Northumbrian?
Further to the recent and very useful article in
Industrial Archaeology News 189 (Summer 2019),
on early uses of the term ‘Industrial Archaeology’,
the following is an attempt to justify my belief
that Thomas John Taylor (1811 – 1861) deserves
at least a footnote in this debate.
Taylor was born in 1811 in the coal mining
village of Shilbottle, Northumberland, his father,
John, being a colliery agent for the Duke of
Northumberland, a significant position in north east
England; Taylor was, therefore, born into the coal
industry. He was educated firstly at Ponteland, but
his father died when Tom John (as he was known)
was 14, and his uncle, Hugh Taylor, then Mineral
and Colliery Agent to the Duke of Northumberland,
and later Chairman of the Coal Trade Association of
Northumberland and Durham, successfully urged
Tom John to attend Edinburgh University to study
mathematics, chemistry, geology, mechanics and
mineralogy, with the intention of becoming a
colliery viewer (mining engineer).
Soon after University Tom John became
manager at Haswell Colliery in County Durham, a
concern in which his uncle Hugh Taylor had
become a partner. Then, in 1847, uncle Hugh
became Chief Agent to the Duke of
Northumberland, a position of considerable power
and prominence within the region, and he took
Tom John on as an assistant, to act as Mining
Agent. Tom John was soon to become recognised
as one of the region’s leading coal-mining
engineers. He was one of the founders, in 1852, of
the North of England Institute of Mining Engineers,
and he was elected as the Institute’s first Vice
President. In the same year he presented a paper
to the Archaeological Institute of Great Britain and
Ireland, entitled The Archaeology of the Coal
Trade. He may, therefore, have some claim to be
regarded as Britain’s first Industrial Archaeologist.
The Archaeological Institute was more
conventionally concerned, as most archaeologists

Tom John Taylor from Richard Welford, Men of Mark ‘twixt
Tyne and Tweed, (1895), p498.

are today, with what were then called ‘Antiquities’:
flint implements, Roman structures, the Saxon
period, pot sherds, cathedrals and priories. And as
Taylor himself observed in the first paragraph of his
paper, he was ‘enlarging the customary basis of
enquiry and research’; he clearly saw his paper as
something of a departure from the norm. When
Taylor’s well-illustrated paper was eventually
published, in 1858, it was regarded by a near
contemporary as ‘a compilation of the highest
merit ... highly appreciated as an authoritative
record of the ancient state of mining industry in the
North of England.’
Taylor’s paper presented a history of the coal
trade of north east England, with particular
reference to the development of the Newcomen
pumping engine, to the birth of railways, and to
other technological developments which sustained
and advanced the industry. He also attempted to
elucidate that most difficult of themes, the systems
of weights and measures in the coal trade.
However, he concentrated on the history of
the coal trade, and on technical innovations in
coal getting methods, in winding and pumping
engines, in railways, lighting, ventilation, etc. But
in truth, Taylor’s paper contains very little
‘archaeology’ as we understand it today, omitting

Cog and Rung Gin from Taylor, T. J., The Archaeology of the Coal Trade, 1852
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to present information and evidence which he
was in a unique position to offer, garnered as he
travelled around the coalfield. He observed, for
example, that the mining methods in the C14
would have been very simple, and continued:
“There are to this day little collieries,
supplying a limited district in remote parts of the
counties of Northumberland and Durham, which
realise our idea of these ancient mines.”
In addition, Taylor had clearly studied a
number of archives related to the industry,
presenting some of these in nine appendices to
his paper. He was well-read on the history of the
coal industry, using sources such as Agricola for
some of his illustrations, and The Compleat
Collier, by ‘J.C.’ (1708), the earliest known
account of coalmining practices in the North East
England; he surmised that some cog and rung
gins, as discussed by J. C., remained in use in the
north east, but without providing examples.
It is implicit in the session chairman’s
comments, reported in the Newcastle Courant (13
August 1859) but not in the published paper, that
Taylor had also voiced some environmental
concerns, long before the ‘climate warming’
alarms of today. As the Earl of Carlisle noted:
“He was sure that they would all concur in
the wish Mr Taylor had expressed that measures
might soon be adopted, by which the smoke from
factories might be consumed … the only
prejudicial thing coming from coal.”
Taylor took 1½ hours to present his original
paper, such that the following lecture of the
session had to be postponed, and while Taylor
acknowledged that his paper had been too long,
he added that, “on account of the importance of
the subjects involved, he hoped that he would be
excused.” (Hear, hear).
Stafford M Linsley.
Taylor’s paper was reprinted by Frank Graham,
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, in 1971

Portsmouth Hard
Old Bus Station
It was with great satisfaction that in I A News 190
I read the article by Tony Jervis on the demolished
bus station at Portsmouth Hard. It corrected the
date of this building, something I had been quite
hazy about.
Tony Jervis tells us that the bus station was
not built before about 1980, and provides a
photograph taken in 1978 to back this up.
Portsmouth Hard old bus station was probably
designed by the county architect’s department.
Like Tony Jervis I am also more interested in
railway stations than bus stations; if I visit a bus
station it is generally because I have arrived by
train. Railway stations receive a great deal of
attention from authors so it is difficult to be
original – bus stations have been relatively
neglected. See the leading article The Bus
Business by John Powell in AIA Bulletin no 1, vol
20, 1993.
Robert Carr

LETTERS
A 1965 tall chimney

Redcliffe Tunnel

To add to the interesting discussion of tall
chimneys in recent issues, I was heavily involved
in the construction of a 220 feet high brick
chimney back in 1965 as a young site engineer.
Situated in an alluvial plain close to the Trent, we
started with driving about 28 cast in situ concrete
piles using a steam pile driver. Then a large
circular reinforced concrete base was constructed

Charles Richardson was chief engineer for Brunel
on a number of railway lines, and was arguably
the most important man involved in the Severn
Tunnel project. Richardson conceived the idea,
saw it through parliament, and was chief
engineer for the first seven years of the project.
One of Richardson’s admirable achievements
as chief engineer was the construction of the
costly and technical harbourside railway, from
Temple Meads, over a viaduct, through a tunnel
under St Mary Redcliffe, over a bascule bridge at
Bathurst Basin and on to Merchant’s Quay,
Prince’s Wharf and Wapping Wharf.
There is a proposal to completely fill the
Redcliffe Railway cutting with student apartments,
removing any trace of the cutting itself and fully
obscuring the view of the historic Redcliffe tunnel
portal which leads under St Mary Redcliffe. The
proposal is currently at the pre-planning
application stage. There is further information on
the Friends of Bathurst Basin website:
https://www.fobb.org.uk/campaigns/railwaycutting/
It would be a great shame to lose any trace of
this part of the harbourside railway, particularly as it
was the sole rail link between the Great Western
Railway and the busy harbourside for over 30 years
and remained in use for 92 years. Much of Bristol’s
trading history owes itself to this 150 year old rail

The steam pile driver being skidded into position to drive
photo Scott Artus
the next pile

up to just below original ground level. After that,
a specialist subcontractor took over and installed
the brickwork. The site was at Flixborough, but
photos show the chimney still standing
apparently intact after the notorious explosion in
1974.
The brickwork was built overhand from
minimal internal scaffolding, having been set out
to the correct radius at the bottom and then
raised to the required taper using battered plumbrules. An internal alimak type hoist was used to
take up men and materials, and once a week or
so the hoist platform was moved to enable a
plumbline to be dropped down the centre to
check vertically.
The attached picture shows the brickwork
was five bricks thick at the bottom, with the outer
skin raised first and then backed up with a core of
common brickwork, the thickness of which was
reduced by a half brick width every twenty feet or
so. An acid resistant lining was installed after
completion of the main brickwork. A narrow slit
was temporarily left out at the bottom to provide
access to the interior (the boiler flue entered at a
higher level), which enabled the bonding to be
studied. One of the benefits of being associated
with chimney building was the opportunity to go
to the top and admire the marvelous view, on one
occasion watching two sailing barges coming up
the river to Flixborough Wharf.
It is almost certain that the tall windmills in
Lincolnshire and other areas were also built
overhand in a similar manner, which could have
predated the use of the technique for chimneys.
Without the benefit of alimak hoists, bricklaying
would have been from the floors in the mills
which were installed as the tower rose, with a
light hop up internal scaffold used where
necessary. There is some evidence to suggest that
the main floor timbers were actually laid out on
level ground and fitted together upside-down

Bonding of the five brick wall at the base of the chimney
photo Scott Artus

before installation in the tower, so that when
installed the right way up they provided a level
top surface to receive the floor boarding.
John Boucher

Memories
I was saddened to read of the deaths of Ray Riley
and Joan Day. Both go back a long way with me.
Ray and I were on the staff of Portsmouth College
of Technology. Together with some enthusiastic
students we launched an Industrial Archaeology
Society. We remained friends thereafter, despite
my moving to Staffordshire. One time we were
talking about our schooling and of
contemporaries who later became famous. I
remembered Philip Scofield’s Mum (a very pretty
Oldham lass). Ray recalled the actor, Derek
Nimmo (remember Gas and Gaiters?). They acted
together in school productions. Ray quietly
remarked “I was a better actor”.
I got to know Joan at the annual Bath
conferences in the years before AIA was formed.
When Bill Thompson became Chairman of
Staffordshire AIS it was suggested that Bristol AIS
and Staffordshire AIS should offer each other a
field visit. We had a great trip to Bristol and we
hosted BIAS in Stoke on Trent. Standing outside a
soot-stained building in Longtown one of Joan’s
younger members asked of Bill, “where does all
this black stone come from?” Bill just waved his
hand eastwards toward the Pennines and told the
lad “there’s lots of quarries up there. Joan nodded
in agreement.
Fred Brook
Founder Member

link, connecting London (and the rest of the country)
to Ireland, the New World, Scandinavia etc.
I feel that Bristol’s rich history (especially its
architecture and engineering) are what give this
city it’s charm and losing this striking piece of civil
engineering in the city centre will deny future
generations the privilege of marvelling at Bristol’s
industrial past. It would also be another point
where Charles Richardson’s important
contribution to the railways is simply forgotten.
Given that a party was held inside the tunnel
in 2006 to celebrate the 200th birthday of Brunel
by the ICE, I wonder if a sympathetic use could be
found for the tunnel and cutting, perhaps as an
events or exhibition space, or even as a through
route for pedestrians and cyclists to link the
harbourside with Temple Meads and the new
Temple Enterprise Zone.
I am considering a submission to Historic
England for the cutting and tunnel to be listed, and
if you would have any words of advice to support
this process, I would be most grateful to receive it.
James Coleman
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LETTERS
Tall Chimneys: an addendum – and a poem
Goose, a little below Newcastle. Mr Clapham, on
the above day, entertained a party of friends with
a sumptuous repast at the bottom of the chimney,
to the great delight of his friends, who expressed
their surprise and astonishment at this
stupendous work of art. It was then the highest
chimney in England, being 263 feet from the base
… It is 27 feet in diameter at the base, and 7 feet
at the top, which is finished by a stone coping. It
contains upwards of half-a-million bricks, and is
computed to weigh nearly 2,000 tons.”
Tyneside’s chemical works chimneys even
made it into verse, when one local wag, who
mourned the arrival of the chemical works which
now so dominated the once bonny banks of Tyne,
waxed lyrical (in the local vernacular I’m afraid):

Felling Chemical Works, Tyneside, 1830s?

Robert Carr’s articles on tall chimneys in recent
issues of IA News have been thought-provoking,
particularly as it seems that anywhere in the
country which had substantial chemical industries
in the nineteenth century had examples of such
structures – North East England was no exception.
Both the Leblanc Process for the manufacture
of alkali, as used in North East England, and the
Solvay process, which was developed in France in
1872, released vast quantities of hydrochloric
acid gas which formed hydrochloric acid in moist
or wet conditions, ie acid rain. For every ton of
salt decomposed in the process, some 12 cwt of
hydrochloric acid gas was produced. On Tyneside
in 1863, 100,000 tons of salt were being used in

Chambers Edinburgh Journal Sept 26 1846 p200

alkali manufacture per year, and hence about
60,000 tons of hydrochloric acid gas were being
discharged; vast plumes of dense white clouds
emerged from the tall chemical factory chimneys
which were essential for the dilution of this gas.
By 1833, Anthony Clapham’s chemical works
at Friars Goose, Gateshead, had a 263 feet high
chimney, and was thus taller than Muspratt’s
famous 1828 chimney at Liverpool – said to be the
highest in England at the time. Clapham’s chimney
was inaugurated with a feast, as recorded in Sykes
Local Records 3, 6: (16 July 1833):
“A most magnificent brick-built chimney
having been completed by Mr Livingston at the
alkali works of Anthony Clapham esq., Friar’s

Baith sides of the Tyne, aw remember,
Were covered wi’ bonny green fields.
But now there is nought but big furnaces,
Down frae Newcastle to Shields.
And what wi’ theair sulphur and brimstone,
Their vapour, their smoke and their steam,
The grass is all gaen, and the farmers
Can nowther get butter or cream.
For making their salts and their soda,
They formerly used a kail-pot,
Wi’ an awd-fashioned bit of a chimley
They were quite satisfied wi’ their lot.
But now, Anty Clapham, the Quaker
Has filled a’ the folks wi’ surprize,
For he’s lately set up a lang chimley
Within a few feet o’ the skies.
There’s Losh’s big chimley at Walker
Its very awn height makes it shake.
And if Cookson’s again tumble ower,
It will make a new quay for the Slake.
Stafford M Linsley.

Bennerley Viaduct is on the way
We are in exciting times. The news that the
viaduct is actually going to be restored and reopened is attracting huge interest. With your
continued support, we are on target to be reopening the viaduct next summer. We could not
have got to where we are without your backing.
The overwhelming interest in the project gives us
confidence that, collectively, we are creating
something really special at the viaduct, making
the area a better place to live, work and visit. As
ever, we thank you so much for that support. It is
making all the difference.
We are absolutely delighted to learn that the
project has just been granted nearly £100k from
the National Heritage Lottery Fund. This gives the
project an enormous boost. Our thanks go to Bill
Tomson from Railway Paths who assembled the
bid, to the NLHF for their continued support and to
all those people who have bought lottery tickets.
Planning consent was given in late July for
Bennerley Viaduct to be reopened. Tenders have

been put out and contractors are currently being
appointed. You should see work starting in early
November.
A project which involves a grade 2* listed
structure and protected wildlife will inevitably
have a level of complexity. The planning
authorities have attached conditions to the
project, some of which must be met prior to the
commencement of the work. One of the
conditions which involves ensuring that the
newts and reptiles are protected when the repair
works to the pier bases are carried out.
The Great Crested Newts of Bennerley
Viaduct have secured a deal (in the form of a
planning condition) but it must be implemented
by 31 October. We are exceptionally fortunate to
have thousands of great crested newts living
around the viaduct. The newts are a protected
species. They breed in the settlement ponds in
front of the structure but for most of the year,
they hide under things and in crevices. The
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crumbling brickwork of the pier bases provide
perfect newt shelters, so our intention to restore
the bases is bad news from a newt perspective.
We therefore must ensure that when we
remove all the crumbling brickwork, there are
suitable shelters for them to be relocated to. We
still want them to have secure residency and
settled status under the viaduct so we will be
creating hibernaculae (bespoke newt shelters) on
our next workdays under the supervision of a
licensed ecologist. We have a newt licence, valid
until 31 October, to relocate the newts. This
deadline cannot be extended.
Kieran Lee

Baroness Lockwood
1922 – 2019

Baroness Lockwood
copyright National Coal Mining Museum

Betty Lockwood had many achievements in her
lifetime but the National Coal Mining Museum
for England will remain as a permanent tangible
memorial to her. It can truly be said that without
Betty Lockwood, there would not now be any
Mining Museum.
First, with the privatisation of the coal
industry under the Coal Industry Act 1995, the
Museum was threatened by the loss of £200,000
a year of help from British Coal. To start, she
forced the government to agree that a report on
the three national coal mining museums being
prepared should be changed into a formal report
to Parliament. Persuaded by Betty, the Yorkshire
Tory peers put loyalty to Yorkshire before loyalty
to the Conservative Party. The result was that the
Treasury agreed to find new money, which gave
the Museum £100,000 a year for three years.
Having achieved national status, there was
an urgent need to restore the museum displays
and buildings, which had been run down in the
absence of adequate funding. Together with
Paddy Tipping MP, Betty spearheaded a campaign
to raise £2 million. Over the next ten years in fact
more than £6 million was raised.
After the General Election of 1997, Betty
again organised another campaign, this time
using the force of the Yorkshire Labour Members
of Parliament, together with Mrs Elizabeth
Peacock, the Conservative Member of Parliament
for Batley and Spen, and Sir Neil Cossons, the
director of the National Museum of Science &
Industry. The result was about £1.2 million a year
in revenue funding from the government from
1998 .
Betty left behind a transformed museum
unrecognisable from its parlous state in 1995. I
should like to leave the last words to Betty
herself. , “It was a lot of work, but it was
something that had to be done”.
Margaret L. Faull OBE

All Party
Parliamentary
Group on Industrial
Heritage
It is a whole year since the last report on the work
of the APPG IH (IA News 187). The gap is
indicative, on the one hand, of the lack of
meetings since the 2018 AGM due to other
Parliamentary business taking precedence, but
also of the amount of planning needed for a
major event which took place in July 2019. The
last report noted that, the Chairman, Nick
Thomas-Symonds’ plans for the APPG included
the holding of an all day summit to build on the
themes identified during the 2017 The summit,
thought to be the first ever national summit to
promote the value of the UK’s industrial heritage,
took place on Thursday 11 July 2019 at the
Victoria & Albert Museum in London. The invited
audience of 100 speakers and delegates
represented the industrial heritage sectors in all
four nations of the UK. Following introductory
speeches by Dr. Tristram Hunt (Director of the
V&A), Duncan Wilson (CE of Historic England),
and Nick Thomas-Symonds MP, there was a series
of keynote speeches and panel discussions
exploring best practice, exemplar case studies
and strategies on five themes, as follows:
Re-using industrial buildings
Historic buildings that have been re-used for
commercial and residential uses create jobs,
houses and promote the regeneration of postindustrial communities. With the right incentives
developers can be encouraged by local
authorities and others to take on redundant
buildings;
Presenting industrial heritage to the public
Providing opportunities for the understanding of
industrial processes, the conditions for those who
lived and worked there, seeing operating
machinery, and for volunteering;

AIA e-News
The AIA new on-line bulletin was circulated at the
beginning of October. All those who have
registered their email addresses should have
received it.
It included news items on current IA matters
and information about forthcoming events
together with links to more information. Further
editions will be published every three months
timed to fill the gap between editions of the
printed IA News. This will help to keep members
informed and to publish news more promptly than
the IA news can with its inevitably slow turnround
as a printed and posted journal. It is available to
everybody whether member of the AIA or not.
If you did not receive the email and would
like to do so or know anyone else who might,
please contact –
communications@industrial-archaeology.org.
Please also get in touch if you have suggestions
as to how the e-News could be improved.

A very warm
welcome to our
new members
Christopher Mould of Northallerton
Stephen Rowson of Cardiff
Angus Watson of Bishop’s Castle.
Ian Jackson of Belper
Patricia Bracegirdle of Shrewsbury
Charles Oglethorpe of Woking
Joanna Turska of Birmingham
Vincent Spooner of Ruislip.
Graham Orchard of Chippenham.

AIA helps to save
former Bradford
mill gatehouse

Skilling the sector
As well as offering education, opportunities for
employment and for learning traditional skills
and using those skills are available;
Public engagement
Exploring and recording the stories of the local
community’s past and the past of peoples’ own
families can be made relevant to the present,
increasing pride in the local history;
Tackling industrial heritage at risk
Exploring how to tackle industrial heritage at risk,
learning from success stories and identifying
what funding and support is available.
The AIA was very well represented not only as
delegates, but our Chairman, Mike Nevell, gave
one of the keynote speeches, President, Marilyn
Palmer, Vice-President, Sir Neil Cossons, and
Joanna Turska were speakers and panellists.
Tony Crosby
Editor’s note: In view of the current
parliamentary turbulence we understand that
further progress is uncertain.

Bowling Mill Gatehouse
Photo Bradford Telegraph and Argus

In March the AIA objected to a planning
application to demolish a Grade 2-listed gate
house, the only surviving remnant of Bradford’s
Bowling Mill complex. The stone building still
retains many attractive features, including the
clock tower. The planned reuse was vehicle
parking. Fortunately Bradford Council agreed
with us and consent to demolish was refused. To
find out more about the AIA’s planning casework
please visit our website.
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Farewell Jumbo
As some readers may already know the huge
gasholder at East Greenwich designed by Sir
George Livesey and completed in 1888 is now
being demolished. Dewatering the tank started
before Christmas and has been proceeding slowly
as the amount of polluted water that Thames
Water can accept is limited to 3.5 litres per
second.
The photograph taken in mid July shows the
crown removed, exposing the wooden framework
which was there to support the bell when
deflated in its rest position. This woodwork will
have been removed by the time you read this.
Although sound, the wood cannot be recycled as
it is totally contaminated with hydrocarbons.
Demolition work will be taking place inside
the guide frame and it is expected to finish this by
about the end of January 2020. A ramp will be
constructed to gain access to the bottom of the
tank and a cruncher will chew-up the four lifts. A
very large crane in the centre of the tank will be
used for dismantling the guide frame. Some
components are to be retained for reuse in an art
work.
Robert Carr

Harland and Wolff
The yard, best known for building the Titanic, has
been bought for £6m by the London-based
energy firm, InfraStrata.
Harland and Wolff went into administration
in August, putting about 120 jobs at risk, after the
collapse of its Norwegian parent company.
InfraStrata said it will retain the 79 workers
who are still employed. It also hopes to increase
the workforce by ‘several hundred’ over five
years.

PS Waverley
The Culture Secretary, Fiona Hyslop MSP, has
announced that the Scottish Government will
support PS Waverley’s return to service with a £1
million grant taking the Boiler Refit Appeal
running total to £1.9 million.
This funding together with the donations
received from thousands of individuals takes the
appeal total to £1.9 million. However, a further
£400,000 is needed Waverley back for next
summer.

East Greenwich gasholder – top plates removed

Bradford
Conditioning House
A major heritage building in Bradford, the
Conditioning House, a Grade II listed warehouse
and part of the Bradford City Centre Heritage
Properties Scheme, is likely to get a £1.5 million
boost.
The scheme involves converting the building
to include 133 1, 2 and 3-bed apartments
together with a cafe, gym and high specification
office space.
Situated on the corner of Cape Street in the
centre of Bradford, the Conditioning House was
built by the Corporation on continental
precedents to check and control the moisture
content of textiles by means of laboratory
examination and certify their true weight and
length. It is the only one of its kind in this country.
The service was established in 1887 and the
Conditioning House was purpose built in a Queen
Anne style between 1900 and 1902 by the city
architect F. E. P. Edwards to the designs of F. Wild,
who died in 1901.

photo R Carr

Heritage Engineers
The Association of Heritage Engineers is reintroducing the title of ‘Master Craftsman’ into
heritage engineering to recognise the amazing
heritage skills that exist all over the world.
In association with the trade, the AoHE will
put together a panel of industry figures who will
select those put forward by businesses,
colleagues and other organisations. It will be
based strictly on merit and contributions to the
industry. It will be an honorary title.
The AoHE hopes this will not only help
honour and respect the talented men and women
within heritage engineering but also inspire
young people entering the business to be
nominated and selected to hold the title of
‘Master Craftsman’ in the future and elevate
apprentice based training to the position of
respect that it deserves.
All nominations must be in by 31 August with
the presentation taking place at the end of
November the same year. A maximum of 25
people will be selected each year.
Nominations are now open 2020. To find out
more and to nominate for the award, please visit
AoHE’s website.

On 4 August the Arctic Corsair (the last surviving side winder trawler) was towed by Shovette and Lashette from the River Hull to a berth in one of Hull’s eastern docks. It’s the first time
she’s moved in 20 years, and the first time in 20 years that a trawler has been seen in the Humber.
photo Tegwen Roberts
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Warwick Bridge
Corn Mill
After thirty years of neglect and deterioration the
mill has been restored to working order and will
soon be grinding flour again. The last miller
moved out in 1989 and the site was sold to a
developer in 1991. New houses were built on the
surrounding land but the mill was left to
deteriorate. Eventually in 2015 the North of
England Civic Trust (Cultura) acquired the grade
2* listed building and with £2.5m in grants from
Historic England, Heritage Lottery Fund and other
grant making bodies they have restored the fabric
of the building, the mill race, the waterwheel and
the remaining machinery.
The earliest reference to a mill in the area is
1169 when it was the manorial mill for the
Salkelds of Great Corby. The present mill was
refurbished in 1802 and further rebuilding took
place in 1839 and a new waterwheel was supplied
by William Bell, millwright of Carlisle in 1845. This
wheel is 10 ft. in diameter and 15 ft 4 inches wide.
All of the 32 iron buckets and sole plates have
been replaced in the recent restoration. The mill
was sold by the Howards of Corby Castle, the lords
of the manor, in 1882 for £2,450.
The main mill building is a square three
storey building of the local red sandstone with a
slate pyramidal roof. The hurst frame in the
basement, the stones on the ground floor and a
sack hoist, serving an upper floor used for
storage, are all powered from the main upright
shaft. A typical two storey corn drying kiln has
been attached to the main building on the
downstream side with cast iron kiln tiles.
To the south side, the building holding the
waterwheel has been extended to form a cart shed

Beringen coal
preparation plant
rescued ... for the
time being
In the past we reported on the campaign in
Flanders to save the large coal preparation plant
in Beringen. During the public inquiry objections
were filed against the lifting of the legal heritage
protection – while associations also filed a
procedure with the court against an (illegal)
demolition permit issued. In April, EFAITH,
together with Europa Nostra and TICCIH, adopted
a joint declaration, which was sent to the Flemish
Government and to the Heritage Department.
There is good news for now: the demolition
permit was withdrawn; the procedure for cancelling
the legal protection was (provisionally?) terminated;
the Flemish Government appointed a mediator, to
collect the opinions, to discuss with all involved and
to find and propose a solution (or a compromise)..
This demonstrates once again how
associations and volunteers can have an impact
on decisions regarding the preservation or
demolition of industrial heritage. But vigilance
remains necessary.

Warwick Bridge Mill from the tail race

photo Graham Brooks

and a series of out buildings for the mill house. The
cart shed is being converted into a bakery.
The waterwheel is fed via a leat from the
Cairn Beck and enters the mill next to the main
door under the loading bay. The hatches are set at
high level discharging on to the wheel 4 ft. above
the centre of the wheel (high breast shot wheel).
The mill consists of five sets of stones, two
pairs of Lazonby stones for shelling oats and
barley for animal feed and three pairs of French
burr stones for flour production. It is hoped that it

is these stones that will be used for the
commercial flour production.
Unfortunately owing to the limited access to
the site and lack of parking it is not possible to
open the mill to the general public, but it is hoped
to be able to run regular organised tours for
groups and milling days for those who want to
get their hands on. The mill is to be run by a
Community Benefit Society in which shares will
be available in the near future.
Graham Brooks

Good news at Shotton

Shotton Mill office and clock tower

Shotton steelworks’ Grade II-listed general office
and clock tower has been repeatedly vandalised
since it was boarded up about ten years ago. . It
was one of the Victorian Society’s top ten most
endangered sites in 2018. The John Summers
building was built in 1907 when the Deeside site
was expanded and it once employed 10,000
people.
It is now set to be handed over to a
foundation which will spend about £5.2m turning

into a community hub. Construction firm Pochin,
which bought the building three years after it
closed in 2006, is on the verge of signing it over
to local enterprise group Enbarr Foundation.
Vicki Roskams, from Enbarr, said the building
was in a bad way. “I don’t know if people came
in originally and wanted mementos but it’s had
all its lead taken off the roof,” she said. “It’s been
stripped out completely. We are starting with a
blank canvas in essence. There isn’t anything in
there that isn’t fixed to the wall.”
She said the work would be done by the
community, for the community with the help of
local firms. Pledges of time and materials have
reached £1.5m and there has been a grant from
the historic environment service Cadw to remove
asbestos. The project will also involve restoring a
number of other buildings next to the John
Summers office site, including a garden area.
The steelworks remains open but on a much
smaller scale than in its hey-day.
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AIA Practical Weekend
North Wales Slate Industry
24-26 April 2020

In the late nineteenth century North Wales dominated world production of
slate roof coverings, architectural slabs and writing slates and the products
can be found on roofs from Copenhagen to Melbourne, from Warsaw to
Buenos Aires.
At that time the three largest quarries employed a total of some 8,000
men, with a similar number working in 30 or so smaller enterprises. During
the boom years quarries had to mechanise to meet the new level of demand
and in an area of high rainfall steam power was supplemented by the
extensive use of water to drive waterwheels and turbines.
The need to move large quantities of heavy material led to the
development of extensive narrow-gauge railway systems, both within the
quarries and to move the finished product to the ports, principally Bangor,
Port Dinorwic, Caernarfon and Portmadoc. A very large number of ships
were engaged in the slate trade, although main line railways eventually took
on much of the domestic traffic.
During the twentieth century the industry declined steadily and in 196970 three major quarries – Dinorwic, Dorothea and Oakeley – closed down. A

few modernised and continued on a much smaller scale, often making
architectural slabs as well as roofing slates.
The slate industry has left a massive legacy in the region, most visibly on
the landscape, but also on the people and communities that were involved in
it. For this reason, the major remaining sites have been nominated to
UNESCO, who are considering them for inclusion as a World Heritage Site.
This, then, is an ideal time for the North Wales slate industry to be the subject
of the AIA’s practical weekend in 2020. It will run from Friday 24 to Sunday
26 April and be based in the National Slate Museum in Llanberis.
The museum is housed in the former workshop complex that served the
Dinorwic quarry. Built in the 1870s on a grand scale, it is believed to have
been a prestige project that was intended to demonstrate the wealth and
importance of the Assheton Smith family who owned the quarry. An iron
foundry with extensive forges, machine shops and sawmills were all
powered by a 50 foot diameter waterwheel which can still be seen turning.
Our main speakers over the weekend will be Dr David Gwyn, winner of
the AIA’s 2016 Award for Outstanding Scholarship for his book Welsh Slate
and Dr Dafydd Roberts, Curator of the National Slate Museum.
Full details and booking arrangements will be put on the website when
they are finalised. They’ll also be sent out to everyone on the AIA’s mailing
list. Numbers may have to be limited, so if you’re not on the mailing list you
are strongly advised to register.
Meanwhile, if you have any questions, you can contact John Jones –
treasurer@industrial-archaeology.org.

Archaeology and the camera truelle
Theoretical Archaeology Group
Conference
Monday 16 to Wednesday 18 December 2019
UCL, London
You are warmly invited to take part in TAG session 39 ‘Archaeology and the
camera truelle: theorising archaeology through the moving image’.
By 2022, it is predicted that video will account for 82% of global internet
provider traffic. In other words, the moving image is set to become
humanity’s dominant form of internet communication. Is archaeology ready
for this? Archaeologists have embraced film making as a form of recording,
reporting, and promoting their work since at least the 1910s, and today,
social media abounds in archaeologist-made videos that promote or report
archaeological work and values. But can we use film-making practices
(including videography and animation) to dig deeper than functioning
merely as an illustration, record, or PR? Artists, documentary filmmakers,
anthropologists, and journalists have long used the medium of film making
to ask and answer complex questions about the world in ways the still
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image and the written word cannot. Borrowing Piccini’s concept of the
camera truelle (camera trowel), we suggest that for archaeology to make
the most of video communications in the 21st century, archaeologists must
learn to ‘write’ with the moving image.
This session invites archaeologists and aligned heritage and media
practitioners to discuss, screen, and share film, video, or animation works
(completed or in-production) that actively use the medium of the moving
image to generate and construct archaeological knowledge and theories.
Speakers are also invited to develop their presentations into articles as part
of a planned edited volume on the subject.
Find out more here https://archdox.wordpress.com/ & here
https://www.ucl.ac.uk/archaeology/news-events/conferences/tag-2019

PUBLICATIONS ET AL
Local Society and other periodicals received

Books

Abstracts will appear in Industrial Archaeology Review.

Coker Canvas: The Textile Industry of the Somerset/Dorset Border, by
Richard Sims, Studio 6 Publishing, Bridport, 2019, ISBN 978 0 9576931 2 8.
147 pp., 184 illus. £12 pbk, available plus £4 postage from Coker Rope and
Sail or the author (simsre@dunelm.org.uk ).
Coker canvas was a
quality sailcloth which was
highly regarded by the
Navy and merchant fleets in
the days of sail. Its origins
lie in the Somerset and
Dorset border where the
raw materials flax and
hemp were grown. This
book gives a definitive
history of Coker canvas and
the sailcloth and twine
industries of East and West
Coker
in
Somerset,
describing all the processes
and
the
industrial
archaeology here and in the
surrounding villages. It has
been published for Coker
Rope and Sail, which has
just completed a long
project to restore Dawe’s
Twineworks
back
to
working order. This interesting site at West Coker was visited by AIA
delegates attending the 2019 Annual Conference.

Bristol Industrial Archaeological Society Bulletin, 158, Summer 2019
Cumbria Industrial History Society Bulletin, 104, August 2019
Dorset Industrial Archaeology Society Bulletin, 55, September 2019
Greater London Industrial Archaeology Society Newsletter, 303,
August 2019
Hampshire Industrial Archaeology Society Focus on Industrial
Archaeology, 92, July 2019
Hampshire Industrial Archaeology Society, 27, 2019
Histelec News: Newsletter of the Western Power Electricity
Historical Society, 72, August 2019
Historic Gas Times, 100, September 2019
ICE Panel for Historical Engineering Works Newsletter, 161
Irish Railway Record Society Journal, 199, June 2019
Manchester Region Industrial Archaeology Society Newsletter, 160,
Summer 2019
Midland Wind and Watermills Group Newsletter, 124, August 2019
North East Derbyshire Industrial Archaeology Society Newsletter,
75, August 2019
Piers: the Journal of the National Piers Society, 132, Summer 2019
Somerset Industrial Archaeological Society Bulletin, 141, August
2019
Suffolk Industrial Archaeology Society Newsletter, 146, August 2019
Surrey Industrial History Group Newsletter, 223, August 2019
Sussex Industrial History, 49, 2019
Sussex Industrial Archaeology Society Newsletter, 183, July 2019
Sussex Mills Group Newsletter, 183, July 2019
Trevithick Society Journal, 46, 2019
Trevithick Society Newsletter, 185 Autumn 2019
The Trow: Cotswold Canals Trust Magazine, 186, Autumn 2019
Yorkshire Archaeological Society Industrial History Section
Newsletter, 107, Autumn 2019

The Seventh Annual Construction
History Society Conference
Queens’ College, Cambridge
3-5 April 2020
The theme of the first day of the conference will be Iron and Steel
The second day will consist of papers on any other aspect of construction
history and the International Symposium it will also contain a session on
Fountains
The aim of this year’s Annual Construction History Society Conference from
the 3-5 April 2020 is to explore the interrelationship between construction
and iron in the history of building technology. The aim of the first day is to
provide a forum in which scholars from a variety of disciplines can explore
the subject of iron and architecture and engineering from multiple
perspectives.
Topics might include (but are not limited to):
• The history and development of iron manufacturing
• Iron and steel roofs and columns
• The transition from the use of iron to the use of steel in building
construction
• The use of iron and steel in floor construction
• The role of various crafts and trades in the manufacture of iron and
steel
• The history of iron and steel grills, gates, doorknobs, hinges,
windows casements and ironmongery in general
• The manufacture of iron buildings and building elements in the 19th
century and their exportation
• Iron and steel in the development of building frames and facades

The Railway & Canal Historical Society has published a 5th edition of
Michael Quick’s Chronology of Passenger Stations in Great Britain.
Over thirty years ago, Michael Quick amused himself by drawing maps
showing the changing aspects of Britain’s railway network over time.
Discovery of many gaps and anomalies in recording station names led him
into the task of recording the names, name changes, opening dates and (if
closed) closing dates of every railway passenger station in England, Wales
and Scotland. The result was Quick’s Chronology, first published in 1995.
Since that date, there have been four subsequent editions published and
periodic updates have also been issued. The 5th edition of “Railway
Passenger Stations in Great Britain, A Chronology” is now available. It
comprises the contents of the 4th edition and its 5 supplements plus further
updates and new information.
This unique book will be available only from the RCHS website. This is
the link to the appropriate page: https://rchs.org.uk/railway-passengerstations-in-great-britain-a-chronology/

The British Railway Worker
The National Railway Museum have partnered with the University of
Strathclyde to produce a free online course, open to everyone, on the lives
of the British railway worker from 1840 to 1914. The four-week course will
look at a different category of worker, starting with engine-drivers, then
signallers, navvies and finally clerks. It is participatory—you will discover
and interrogate primary sources and discuss your findings with other
participants and course leaders Professor Kirstie Blair, University of
Strathclyde, and Dr Oli Betts from the National Railway Museum. For details
please visit https://www.futurelearn.com/courses/working-lives-on-therailway.
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DIARY
3 – 5 April 2020
CONSTRUCTION HISTORY
SOCIETY CONFERENCE

15 – 17 May 2020
2ND INTERNATIONAL EARLY
ENGINES CONFERENCE

Queens’ College, Cambridge
See page 27

Black Country Living Museum
www.earlyengines.org

4 April 2020
51ST SOUTH WALES AND
WEST OF ENGLAND IA
CONFERENCE

28-31 May 2020
SOCIETY FOR INDUSTRIAL
ARCHEOLOGY’S
49TH ANNUAL CONFERENCE

Elim conference Centre, West
Malvern

Lehigh Valley, Pennsylvania

24 – 26 April 2020
AIA WELSH SLATE
WEEKEND

6 June 2020
EAST OF ENGLAND
INDUSTRIAL ARCHAEOLOGY
CONFERENCE (EERIAC)

National Slate Museum Llanberis
See page 26

The Cambridge Museum of
Technology

2 May 2020
EMIAC 98

20 – 27 August 2020
AIA ANNUAL CONFERENCE,
LIVERPOOL

Peak District Lead Mining Museum,
Matlock Bath
18th & 19th Century Metal Mining
in the Peak District

3rd International
Conference on Concrete
Sustainability
Prague, Czech Republic
16–18 September 2020
Czech Technical University and Czech Concrete Society are pleased to
invite you to the conference which is organized in cooperation with the
International Federation for Structural Concrete.
The main objective of the conference is to contribute to sustainable
development through dissemination of advanced knowledge. The aim is
to bring together engineers, researchers, academics, producers,
investors and developers to exchange and discuss their innovative
approaches and ideas focused on sustainable concrete structures and
their contribution to sustainable development goals.
Please visit the conference web page www.fibiccs.org for more
information.

There must be something in there –
a redundant crusher rotor at Asham
Wood Quarry
Photo Chris Barney
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Practical engineering –
Malcolm and Louise in action while
David gives advice
Photo Marilyn Palmer

The AIA was established in 1973 to promote
the study of Industrial Archaeology and
encourage improved standards of recording,
research, conservation and publication. It
aims to assist and support regional and
specialist survey groups and bodies involved
in the preservation of industrial monuments,
to represent the interests of Industrial
Archaeology at national level, to hold
conferences and seminars and to publish the
results of research. The AIA publishes an
annual Review and quarterly News bulletin.
Further details may be obtained from the
Liaison Officer, AIA Liaison Office, The
Ironbridge Institute, Ironbridge Gorge
Museum, Coalbrookdale, Telford TF8 7DX.
Tel: 01325 359846.
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